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1 MANAGEMENT SUMMARY 

In order to address the problem of increasing teenage pregnancy rates in England, 
the Government launched the Teenage Pregnancy Campaign  in November 2000 
which has been primarily targeted at teenagers but can reach those of an older or 
younger age, as the advertising uses magazines, radio, ambient media, as well as 
PR, local activity in the field etc. 

The RUThinking website was set up to act as a source of information and help on the 
subject along with a telephone helpline (Sexwise).    As there are plans to redesign 
the RUThinking website in the latter half of 2003, research was required to obtain 
some feedback amongst site visitors to help with the modification. 

The research took the form of a pop up survey among visitors to the site and was 
conducted in May/June 2003.  For further details of the methodology see section 2.3. 

Throughout the report, comparisons have been made with Virtual Surveys Ltd (VSL) 
Website Norms, Government Campaign Norms and results from the Adult Sexual 
Health (playingsafely) website visitor survey. 

Profile of Site Visitors  

• In terms of age, the profile of visitors to the RUThinking site was on target with 
around half being aged 14-16 years old.   

• In terms of gender, however, the split between boys and girls was unbalanced, 
with girls accounting for 80% of site visitors.    

Visiting behaviour  

� Around 3 in 5 visitors had heard about the site via the Campaign, with radio being 
the best medium for raising awareness (33%), followed by press articles, adverts 
(unspecified), other sites and search engines. 

� Over a third (36%) came to browse the site with most others looking for some form 
of advice or information (43%). 

� The level of repeat visiting was low, but higher than that found on other 
Government Campaign sites and in relation to the Playingsafely website. 

Website Ratings  

� Overall opinion of the site was rated slightly below average along with likelihood to 
revisit the site. 

� The main area of weakness centred on not providing the right information for the 
user, which led to many not finding what they were looking for. 
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� Spontaneous comments suggested that site content was lacking depth 
(particularly on details of contraception and where to obtain them, general sex, 
pregnancy/abortion and STIs).   

� There was also a requirement for more contact with professionals and peer 
groups.  An FAQs section was also requested by some. 

� In terms of prompted future services, an online expert to answer questions was 
most preferred. 

� At lower levels, some also wanted a condom ordering service, a chatroom and 
more stories/case studies.  

 

Recommendations 

1. Include more campaign activity aimed at encouraging teenage boys to visit the site 

2. Improve depth of information, particularly on: 

� contraception (methods and how to obtain) 

� pregnancy & abortion 

� STIs 

� general sex information  

3. Consider providing an online expert 

4. Other considerations: 

� FAQs section 

� More case studies 

� Chatroom 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 Background  

In order to address the problem of increasing teenage pregnancy rates in England, 
the Government launched the Teenage Pregnancy Campaign, in November 2000. 
The aims of the Strategy are to reduce conception rates among the under 18s (by 
50% by 2010) and to minimise the social exclusion experienced by teenage parents.   

The campaign has primarily been targeted at teenagers but can reach those of an 
older or younger age, as the advertising uses magazines, radio, ambient media, as 
well as PR, local activity in the field etc. 

The RUThinking website was set up to act as a source of information and help on the 
subject along with a telephone helpline (Sexwise).    As there are plans to redesign 
the RUThinking site in the latter half of 2003, research was required to obtain some 
feedback amongst site visitors to help with the modification. 

 

   

 

2.2   Objectives 

Specific objectives of the research were to:  

� develop a user profile of individuals visiting the website  

� determine reasons for visiting 

� establish what visitors thought of the site and how it could be improved 

� investigate requirements for future services. 
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2.3 Methodology 

The survey was conducted online using a short pop up questionnaire which appeared 
to a sample of visitors after they left the homepage.  A hidden link for visually impaired 
and a no script link were also included on the homepage and used by 12 people. 

The sampling interval was set to everyone, and all those exposed to the survey were 
sent a one month time limited cookie in order to ensure that repeat visitors to the site 
were not annoyed by the survey during the fieldwork period and also to ensure that 
people did not complete the survey more than once.    

All site visitors were eligible for the research, including under 16s.  Note: COI 
Communications obtained special dispensation from the Market Research Society for 
researching minors without parental permission.  

An example of the questionnaire used can be found below: 

 
 
Overall, the survey was shown to 3844 visitors of which 1038 answered the first 
question (i.e. How many times have you visited this site - including this time?).  This 
equates to a good response rate of 27% being achieved overall.   

The questionnaire itself did not force respondents to answer every question as error 
messages tend to irritate respondents causing them to drop out altogether, and as 
such, all questions were analysed on those answering them.   

The survey itself was split into two parts.  The first part asked people why they were 
visiting the site along with demographics and behavioural questions.  Respondents 
were then asked to finish their site visit before evaluative questions of the site were 
asked.  A mechanism within the survey was thus set up for the survey to disappear for 
3-5 minutes before refreshing.  At this stage of the interview, only 581 respondents 
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returned to the survey, with most of these going on to complete it all (445).  The final 
completion rate among those responding to the survey was 40% which is fairly 
average for a Government site.  

For further details on the questionnaire itself, please refer to Appendix I of this report. 

All fieldwork was conducted between 22nd May to 5th June 2003. 

Throughout the report, comparisons have been made with Virtual Surveys Ltd (VSL) 
Website Norms, Government Campaign Norms and results from the Adult Sexual 
Health (playingsafely) website visitor survey carried out by VSL (VSL Ref 0749 / COI 
Ref 256452).  Note: VSL Norms are based on the averages of 100+ other similar 
surveys conducted by Virtual Surveys across a variety of UK websites (i.e. not just 
government ones). 
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3 PROFILE OF VISITORS  

3.1 Demographics 

In terms of age profiles, the vast majority of visitors to the RUThinking website were 
aged 18 years or younger (84%).  The average age was 16 years which was in line 
with the targeting of the Teenage Pregnancy Campaign. 

  

Note: the average age for the Playingsafely site was 25 years old with those aged 18 
and under accounting for a third of all visitors. 

In terms of gender, the split between boys and girls was clearly unbalanced, with girls 
accounting for 80% of all site visitors.   This contrasts to the average UK website and 
the Playingsafely website, both of which attracted approximately equal numbers of 
males and females.  More campaign activity encouraging boys to visit the site would 
be needed to address this imbalance.   
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Analysis of age by gender indicates a difference in gender profile by age.  There 
appears to be is a small (7%) separate market of over 18 year old males visiting the 
site.  Only one in ten of under 15 year olds visiting the site were males compared with 
45% of those aged over 18.    
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3.2 Internet Access 

Details on browser used to access the site and size of pixel screens were 
automatically collected within the survey. 

Over half of RUThinking site visitors were using Internet Explorer 6 as their browser, 
which was higher than that found on the average UK website, but in line with the 
growing trend.  

In terms of screen resolution, like most Internet users, visitors to the RUThinking site 
were split between using 800x600 and 1024x768 pixel screens with use of larger 
1024x768  pixel screens being slightly lower than average. 
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4 VISITING BEHAVIOUR 

4.1 Site Awareness and Access 

Around 3 in 5 visitors had heard about the site via the Campaign (61%).  Radio was 
by far the best medium for raising awareness with a third claiming to have heard of 
the site via this media.  This was followed by around a quarter each reading about the 
site in a newspaper or magazine, finding the site via another website or seeing an 
advert (unspecified) for it.    All other mediums were mentioned at much lower levels.  

Males and those aged 15-18 were particularly likely to have heard about the site 
through radio (cf. 42% and 41%) and under 15s by newspaper/magazine articles 
(33%).  Those who came to browse were particularly likely to have found the site via 
another website (34%).  Males were also more likely to have used a search engine 
than females (24% vs 10% respectively). 

  

Details on time of day when site was accessed were automatically collected during 
the fieldwork period.  Overall, the site was accessed fairly continuously between 11am 
to 11pm, peaking in the late afternoon/early evening.  A similar usage profile was also 
found for the Playingsafely website.  No marked differences were found on day of 
week. 
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4.2 Frequency of Visiting Site 

The level of repeat visiting was slightly higher than that found on other Government 
Campaign sites and, more specifically, was slightly higher than found for the 
Playingsafely website.   

  

Almost 80% were visiting the RUThinking site for the first time. Of the remainder, most 
had visited the site 2-4 times (16%). 

  

Analysis by subgroups indicates that repeat usage was slightly higher amongst those 
seeking advice/information (27%) or wanting to talk to someone in confidence (27%).   
Those using the Sexwise Helpline were also more likely to have visited the 
RUThinking site before (29%). 
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4.3 Reasons For Visiting 

Respondents were asked which of a prompted list best described their main reasons 
for visiting the site today.   

Just over a third of visitors came to browse the site (at a similar level to that found for 
the Playingsafely site) with most others looking for some form of advice or information 
(43%).   Those looking for advice/information were more likely to be aged 15-18 (49%) 
and repeat visitors of the site (56%) whereas browsers were more likely to be under 
15 (42%).   

Those who contacted the Sexwise helpline were slightly more likely to want to speak 
to someone in confidence, whereas 18+ year olds were slightly more likely to be 
visiting for research purposes (10%).  

Other spontaneous reasons cited included professionals visiting to check out the site 
and those looking for free condoms. 
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4.4   Other Sites Visited 

Respondents were asked which other websites they had visited on a regular basis.  
Those most likely to be mentioned included the BBC, Bliss magazine, Hotmail and 
Google sites. 

The sites with the most mentions have been listed below: 
 
 No. of mentions 
Total no. of mentions 551 
www.bbc.co.uk    (including www.bbc.co.uk/teens/cbbc)  39 
www.blissmag.co.uk      25 
www.hotmail.com       30 
www.google.co.uk       23 
www.mykindaplace.com      23 
www.yahoo.com       17 
www.msn.co.uk/com      16 
www.faceparty.com       10 
www.beinggirl.co.uk/com      9 
www.askjeeves.com/co.uk      8 
www.cosmogirl.co.uk      7  
www.sugarmagazine.co.uk/com     7 
www.connexions.gov.uk      6 
www. likeitis.org.uk       6 
www.sexwise.co.uk       5 
www.bored.com       5 
www.brook.org       5 
www.bubblegumclub.com      5 
www.girland.com       5 
www.kiss100.co.uk/com      5 
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5 WEBSITE RATINGS 

5.1 Overall Ratings 

In order to provide a measure of overall website effectiveness versus other UK 
websites, the Virtual Surveys Index (VSI) was used.  The VSI is based on Virtual 
Surveys unique model derived from over 100 similar website tests in the UK.  It is 
based on the key scales from the survey, namely, overall satisfaction, likelihood of 
returning to the site and how much of the information users were looking for they 
found.  It gives one number between 0 (poor) and 100 (excellent) describing the 
overall satisfaction with the website.  The average score for a UK website is 50.   

The RUThinking website obtained an index rating score of 33/100 which implies that 
the overall effectiveness of the site is below average compared with all UK sites. The 
VSI for the RUThinking site was also below that found for Playingsafely (58/100)  

  

In terms of overall opinion, the RUThinking site was rated slightly below average with 
55% rating it as excellent/very good vs 62% for the average Government Campaign 
website and 64% for the playingsafely site.   
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Analysis by subgroups shows that those most positive towards the site were under 15 
year olds and repeat visitors, with 59% and 60% respectively, rating the site as very 
good or excellent, whereas those most disappointed were over 18 (52%) and 
browsers (52%). 

  

Likelihood to revisit the site was lower than the Government Campaign site average, 
but similar to that found for Playingsafely. Strength of commitment was also weak.   

  

Those most likely to return were those aged 15-18 (74%), those visiting for advice and 
information (77%) and those interested in clinic information (78%). 
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5.2 Attribute Ratings 

Survey participants were asked to rate the site across a battery of website ratings.   

The site was rated well across the majority of attributes, particularly on providing easy 
to understand information and on providing the right style and language for both 
the subject matter and the target audience.  

The general appearance of the site was rated at an acceptable level, though around 
16% criticised the design/layout and the use of colours.   

Whilst information was generally easy to find, 17% of visitors rated this aspect 
negatively.  Furthermore, the site was rated relatively poorly on providing information 
that was right for them and on being fun.   

  

The following chart shows the strength of the association between the individual 
aspects of the site and overall satisfaction.  This is calculated by subtracting the mean 
score for each aspect amongst those who rated the site as being ‘excellent/very good’ 
than who rated it as ‘good/fair/poor’. 

Providing information which relates to the user was the main aspect correlated 
with site satisfaction and improvement to this aspect is therefore most likely to 
increase perceptions of the site amongst all visitors.    The aspect least correlated with 
overall opinion was, as often seen, download speed.   
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5.3 Information Sought 

Over half felt that they had got most or all of the information they sought from the 
RUThinking site.  This was in line with the average for a Government Campaign site, 
although notably, someway below that found for the playingsafely website.    

Indeed, as many as 44% found only some or none of the information they wanted. 
Those interested in seeing more stories (54%) and those wanting to contact someone 
in person (63%) were among those most likely to have left with none of the 
information they wanted. 
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5.4 Spontaneous Comments About The Site 

Respondents were asked for their overall impressions of the website i.e. likes, 
dislikes, any improvements.  Both positive and negative comments were made and 
the main areas commented upon and issues raised have been summarised below.   

Positive comments related to three main areas – ease of use, the appearance of 
the site and the information available:   

“Easy to use and informative”   

“Easy to navigate and understand”   

“Clear, easy to find info quickly” 

“I think it is really good and reassuring. It is well set out and the writing and pics 
are cool”    

“I like the way it is set out.  It attracts you to look around the site”   

“Colourful and interesting” 

“Good information on everything you would need to know, the links are very 
helpful”   

“Good how u can find out about your local clinic”   

“Good basic advice, lacking in detail a little, but very factual and I found the 
information I was looking for”    

“It is very helpful for teaching people about sex” 

Others thought that it was a “a good website especially for young teenagers!” and it 
was also liked for being “Friendly, informative, non – judgmental” 
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Many criticisms of the site related to site content, lack of depth of information 
and lack of advice/help: 

“Facts are a little short”    

“Doesn’t give as much info as I wanted”    

“Contains very little from what I have seen” 

“Answers to a lot of the questions are very short and don’t go into much detail eg 
info about the pill – side effects” 

“Doesn’t go into much detail about contraception – it really needs to be drilled 
into kids nowadays” 

“Not enough info on different types of STDs, first time sex etc”  

“Not enough personal experiences or opinions”    

“Could have more on the site – more to do with actual sex and not just infections 
– more on other peoples experiences as well” 

 “Doesn’t give that much help”  “Doesn’t give you a lot of advice” 

Another area of negative comment related to the lack of contact possible through the 
site i.e. that it was not possible to get specific advice such as answers to personal 
questions via email: 

“You cannot ask questions and get answers”    

“I am wanting advice but I am not very good when talking about it – I would have 
liked to have been able to email someone”    

“I thought there would be someone on the web to talk to instead of just giving 
out numbers” 

“You can’t send off for free contraception in case you are embarrassed or scared 
to go to a clinic or planning centre” 
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The appearance of the site was also disliked by some for being dull and boring and 
the colour also attracted some criticism: 

“Could change colour every so often, to not make it look so boring” 

“I don’t like the burgundy background – there should be more diagrams” 

“I think the pictures, background etc could be a bit more eye catching – I think it 
is dull” 

“Too much pink”    “Don’t like the colours much” 

A number of suggested improvements were also cited.  To an extent these reflected 
the issues already noted above with one of the main areas of suggested 
improvements being a request for more information on contraception: 

“Deeper info on things like the side effects of taking the pill”   

“About the morning after pill – how it affects me and my periods and my sex life” 

“How to use contraception”   

“Alternative types of contraception” 

“More in depth guides into various methods of contraception, not just facts, but 
details of methods of use etc. etc.” 

“Pictures of different kinds of condoms you can get and what a pill might look 
like” 

“Need more on contraception – I couldn’t find any info about emergency 
contraception” 

Another key area of suggested improvement concerned where to obtain 
contraception – free and confidentially: 

“Where can I get free contraception?” 

“A way of sending off for free contraception in confidential circumstances” 

“How can you get condoms free without going to see anybody”   

“Free condoms – I hate going to family planning clinics and buying them” 
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“Where can you get free contraception when you are underage?”     

“Is it legal for under 16s to buy condoms… I saw a site that said under 16s are 
not allowed to buy – its illegal ….please help I am confused” 

Other areas of suggested improvements related to site visitors expecting and 
wanting advice with the ability to contact a professional, FAQs or a support group in 
the form of a chatroom: 

“An email address to contact a professional in confidence”    

“A site where we can mail a counsellor and tell about our problem”    

“An agony aunt that sends emails back 2 u as soon as possible” 

“Is there a link that you can ask questions and have the answers emailed to you?  
If there isn’t there should be” 

“A chatroom”!       

“A message board” 

“Open chat forum for people to discuss with people just like them” 

“A chatroom where people can get their questions answered by a professional”     

“Able to chat online to nurses” 

“FAQs – a section for questions and answers”     

“Questions and answers” 

“I think the site should include typical questions that are asked to advisors so 
that others can learn from advisors answers” 

A further area of improvements related to requests for more information on various 
aspects including sex, pregnancy, abortions and also information on homosexuality: 

“What to expect when having sex”   

“How sex feels”    

“How to have sex” 
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“Info on how to use condoms, foreplay, oral sex and orgasms” 

“Emotional side to sex – how it feels when the person you first had sex with ends 
your relationship, how you approach people afterwards if you feel dirty….” 

“Symptoms/signs of being pregnant”   

“How to cope with being pregnant and how to tell your family” 

“How far gone u have to be b4 u can have a pregnancy test and more about rape”    

“More about unplanned pregnancy and what to do if you are keeping the baby” 

“The procedure of abortion”   

“More about abortions and stuff”   

“More about the problems you might have when going through an abortion” 

“Info on homosexuality”    

“More info on gay/lesbian advice groups/help lines” 

More information was also requested about STIs: 

“More info on STIs”     

“More in depth info on STIs”    

“Info on the incidence of STIs – so know how common they are” 

“Diseases you can get from doing or having oral” 

“How you can get rid of transmitted diseases without going to a clinic or if you 
have to go to a clinic what will be done” 

In terms of improvements to the format of the site there were some suggestions that 
there should be quizzes/games (more perhaps for the younger audience): 

“Quizzes to test how much you know, if people realised they don’t know 
everything they may realise there are things they want to learn”    

“Add some games to make it more fun” 
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And others suggested that it would be a good idea to include more case studies 
about real people: 

“I would like to see more case studies”    

“More case studies to see what life would be like” 

“Lots more from other peoples point of view and actual details” 

Full listings of the spontaneous comments (likes, dislikes and improvements) from the 
pop up survey among site visitors can be found in Appendix II.    
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5.5 Additional Services 

Visitors were asked from a prompted list of possible new services, which they would 
like to see on the site. 

Providing an online expert was by far the most popular new service wanted by users 
(especially among those aged 18+).  This was followed at lower levels by a condom 
ordering service, chat room and stories and all three of these were particularly popular 
amongst those under 18. 

Males were also interested in a condom ordering service and repeat visitors were 
interested in more stories.   

A third overall said they would like to see games/quizzes (especially appealing to 
those aged. under 15s).  Slightly fewer expressed interest in more information being 
available on clinics (but more interesting to over 18s) and also, information on 
gays/lesbians.   

Notably, screensavers tended to generate low appeal overall.   

  

Respondents were also asked what one question they would ask an online expert if 
one were available on the site.  Types of question were wide ranging and included: 

Can you get pregnant if you haven’t had sex? Can you get pregnant even if there 
was no penetration?  How many ways can you make a girl pregnant? 

Am I a bad person if I am having sex under age but am in love and in a steady 
relationship?  Am I a slag? 

How do people have sex? What happens during sex? Does it hurt the first time 
you have sex?  Does it hurt the 2nd time you have sex? 
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How do I know if I am ready for sex? How are you meant to feel after the first 
time you have sex? 

How can I combat peer pressure without feeling isolated from my friends? 

I’m shy and scared to have sex, can you help me? 

I’m worried I might be a lesbian, what should I do? 

How effective is the pill?  How effective is the use of the morning after pill? 

Can under 16s legally buy condoms? How do I go to a family planning clinic? I 
don’t know what to do or say 

What are the different types of pill and what makes them different ie side 
affects.  What are the different types of pill all about? 

How far gone do you have to be before u can have a pregnancy test?  

I am pregnant and want an abortion, what should I do? 

I’ve been having unprotected sex and I’m in pain – what could it be?  What are 
the signs if you have a sexual disease?  What diseases can you get from oral sex? 

How to get rid of certain transmitted diseases 

I think I could have an STI but I am too scared to get it checked out, what 
should I do? 
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Project name: RUThinking Visitor Survey  
Project ID: p163361722  
VSL: 0749 
   
Background variables 
 q40  - Browser 
 hid – Screen height  
 wid  - Screen width  
 kid – Cookies enabled  
 cid  - Location ID 

1. Homepage 
2. Screen readers 
3. No Javascript 

 
PAGE 1 
i1a  Visitor survey:  Your Views Matter!    
  
i1b   This is a pop-up window with a visitor survey. If you do not wish to take part and want to close the 
window, please click here. (Screen readers only) 
This summer we are going to make some changes to ruthinking.co.uk. So this is your chance to tell us 
what you want from the new website. The survey will take just 3-4 minutes, will be completely 
anonymous and is being run by an independent research agency.   
 
q1  How many times have you visited this site (including this time)?  

1. Once/my first visit 
2. 2-4 times 
3. 5-9 times 
4. 10+ times 

 
q2  And which one of these best describes why you came to this site today?  

1. Just browsing/no particular reason 
2. Wanted to talk to someone in confidence 
3. Wanted some general advice and information 
4. Wanted some specific advice on sexual health 
5. Wanted to find out about contraception/family planning 
6. Wanted information about parenthood 
7. Wanted to find out about abortions 
8. Wanted to find out about sexually transmitted infections  
9. Wanted to find my nearest clinic 
10. Wanted to find links to other organisations 
11. Doing research for school/college/university project  
12. Other (please select and specify in box below) 

q2b  If 'Other' selected above - specify here:  
  
i1c   IMPORTANT: We make privacy a top priority - read our policy at virtualsurveys.com/privacy Whilst completing this survey 
your normal Internet connection charges will apply. With this survey, you have been sent a small piece of information (a cookie) 
to ensure that you do not see this survey again (note - if you do see this survey again then you probably have your cookies 
switched off). If you have any queries about these notes, or the survey, please email ruthinking@virtualsurveys.com or ring +44 
(0)1256 767576.  
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PAGE 2 
i2a  Site Usage  (20% completed)     
 
q3  How did you hear about this website? (Please select all that apply)  

1. Search engine (e.g. Yahoo, Google , etc.) 
2. Via another website  
3. Sexwise helpline 
4. Read about it in a newspaper/magazine 
5. Saw an advert for it (e.g. in a magazine, poster, TV). 
6. Heard about it on the radio  
7. A friend/family member told me about it 
8. Via School/College/University 
9. Other (please specify) 
10. None of these/Don’t know 

 
PAGE 3  
i3a  About You  (40% completed)     
 
i3b  Note these questions are being asked for analysis purposes only and will not be identifiable in any 
way?   
 
q4  How old are you?  

1. 10 or under  
2. 11 
3. 12 
4. 13 
5. 14 
6. 15 
7. 16 
8. 17 
9. 18 
10. Over 18 

 
q5  Are you….?  

1. Male           
2. Female 

 
PAGE 3B 
i3d   
   
i3c  IMPORTANT - PLEASE READ THIS! To answer the following questions, we need you to have 
explored the website.  
 
When you click on the button below the survey will disappear and we’d like you to explore the site 
before answering the next questions.  
 
You will be able to find the survey again on the task bar at the bottom of the screen or alternatively, the 
survey will reappear in about 3 minutes for you to finish it.   
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PAGE 4 
i4a  What do you think of the  current website?  (60% completed)     
 
q6  What is your overall opinion of the ruthinking.co.uk website?  

1. Excellent 
2. Very good 
3. Good 
4. Fair 
5. Poor 

 
q7  What are your impressions of this website (e.g. likes, dislikes and any improvements)? (You can 
type as much as you like in the box below.)  OPEN 
  
 q8 Did you get all the information you wanted from the site?  

1. All the information I wanted 
2. Most of the information I wanted 
3. Some of the information I wanted 
4. None of the information I wanted 

 
q9  What additional information would you like to see included on the new site? (Please type as much 
as you like in the box provided.) OPEN 
  
PAGE 5 
 
i5a  What do you think of the  current website?  (80% completed)     
 
q10  Please rate this website on the following aspects:  
    Excellent    Very good    Good    Fair    Poor    Don't know    
  

1. Information is easy to understand               
2. Information is easy to find               
3. Information is right for me               
4. Download speed                
5. Overall design/layout               
6. Use of colours                
7. The right language/style for the subject                
8. The right language/style for me                
9. Fun               

 
q11  And how likely are you to visit the ruthinking.co.uk website again in the future?  

1. Definitely 
2. Probably 
3. Not sure 
4. Probably not 
5. Definitely not 

 
q12  And which other websites do you visit on a regular basis?  
(Please list) OPEN 
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PAGE 6 
i6a  And finally... (100% completed)     
 
q13  Here are some possible new services for the R U Thinking website. Which of these would you 
most like to see included on the new site, which second and which third?  
  
 q13a  Most Like Q13b Second Q13c Third 
1. An expert online who can answer 
your questions 

   

2. Games/Quizzes  
 

   

3. Screensavers  
 

   

4. A chatroom to talk to people the 
same age as you 

   

5. Stories about people the same age 
as you 

   

6. Ordering condoms online 
 

   

7. More information about clinics/health 
centres 

   

8. Information for gays/lesbians 
 

   

9. Other (please specify)  
 

   

 
 
q14  If we were to have an online expert in the future what one question would you like to ask them? 
(Please type in the space provided.) OPEN 
  
 q15 And lastly, do you have any other comments on the ruthinking.co.uk website (or this survey)? 
(Please write as much as you like in the box provided.) OPEN 
  
i6b  THANK YOU for completing this survey. Your comments will be used to improve the R U Thinking 
website. Now please click the box below to close this window.  
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VSL 0749 RUThinking   
Verbatim Comments - Final 
 
Q2b Other reasons for visiting site 
A link brought me here no choice in the matter, i was originally on the bitsize site!!! lol oh well 
a link from another website 
abdsn arabai.com 
ABOUT SEX  
accidenmt 
accidentaly clicked on an ad 
alchol 
alcohol 
also masturbation 
am a GP- want to check site before recommending it to patients. 
and my friend adam is a big perv 
as a professional social worker to see what is available 
bcoz i wanna c wot u do 
checking weblinks for careers company website 
clicked on advert by accident 
condoms 
Curiosity 
curious 
curious and i have thought about doing it quite alot and wanted to know everything i need to know 
Curious thinkabout about sex with boyfriend 
Dick fell off. Why?' 
dildo 
emergency contraception 
finding information for a friend 
finding information for a page on sex issues on my msn advice community 
fing out more in general 
found it in a sugar mag 
free comdoms 
free condoms 
general interest in what advice is offered, and what is useful for me 
going further in relationships 
got told 2 look at it by my mate 
heard on the radio. 
how do i know if iam ready 
how does it feel having sex 
how to have sex 
i am GP checking site out prior to recommending to teens-patients and my own kids 
i found the link on the Tommi site 
I found this site in a book and wanted too see what it was about 
I had read this site in the resources of a book and was just intrested 
i have had unprteced sex help 
i heard it on the radio AND I THOGHT ID TRY IT 
I LOKKED ON THE LINKS ON THE CALEDONIA YOUTH WEB SITE 
I saw an advertisment in a magazine. 
i think im pregnant 
i want free jonnies cos i aint avin sex without 
i want sex with a girl 
I wanted to find legal sex age ranges 
i wanted to purchase one of the tshirts, but didn't find them. also, to know HOW to have sex 
i wanted to talk to someone 
i wanted too find out more about anal sex 
I was looking for an advice senter; like a "ask some" about relationships privatly. 
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i would like to be sent some information on certain subjects 
i woz revisin 
Im 11 
I'm doing an oral project for my GCSE and needed some facts  
im not a virgin cause i had sex with my  teacher 
i'm worried i might be pregnant 
in the j 17 mag i saw a story about  having a baby at 16 and wanted more info  
information on all 
just curious 
just to be more aware about sex 
just wanted to find out more about sex & talk about it - I'm still a virgin 
Link on a website 
looking for help on sexual abuse 
My first time  
my friend is prengant and she wants an abortion 
my girlfriend decided to go on it for sexual info 
no 
none 
on a link on another site 
Professional interest 
Professional reviewing site 
red bout it in a mag 
research for own organisation 
research for sen sex ed 
research purposes 
Reviewing as part of job involved in NHSS  
risks and information of certain sexual activities. EG BlowJobs 
saw address on a card and wanted to see what was like 
saw it advertised on sugarmagazine.co.uk and decided to visit you 
school  project 
school project 
sex 
sex for the first time 
sex pis 
Sure Start project worker looking at teanage pregnancies 
symptoms for testicular cancer 
teacher told me to. 
to find out about repduction  
to find out about sex at a young age 
to get free contraception 
wannano sum stuff 
Want to find out about the 'morning after pill' 
wanted facts on sex for p.s.h.e at school 
wanted free condom's to my house because i'm too imbarrased to go buy them 
wanted some information on sex 
wanted to find out how to pull/get with this girl who keeps making moves on me, but im a little shy, i 
wanted some advice 
wanted to find out if i can get get pregnant from giving oral sex and swallowing his come 
wanted to find out if touching and oral sex etc is illeagal between a 16yr old boy and a 14yr old girl 
Wanted to find out whether or not i could be pregnant 
wanted to get free contraceptive 
wanted to know about the pill 
wanted to know more about having sex, positions etc 
wanted to know what an orgasm was 
wanted to learn about sex 
wanted to learn more about sex 
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wanted to no were to get comdoms for free! 
wanted to see if i was really ready for sex 
wanting to find out about abortion for coursework 
Was advertised on www.blissmag.co.uk 
whant a baby at 13 
whated to find out about sex 
work at Connexionsdirect and give out your number / website to teenagers 
Work related 
worried about most of it 
Youth worker looking to add info to list 
 
Q3 Other ways heard of website 
A Connexions Booklet that I got from school 
advised on other website 
alchol 
AOL Link 
at hotbot.com 
bbc/teens 
bitesize revision 
blissmag web 
blissmag.co.uk 
Book 
chance 
connexions 
connexions 
docter told me 
drinking 
family planning clinic 
familyplanning update meeting 
Fathers Direct Network 
Found in book 
found myself 
from bliss website! 
google 
Host from Message Boards 
i was looking for advise 
In the young scot book 
leaflet 
link from bliss.co.uk 
magizine 
magzine 
message boards 

message boards 
My employer told me about it 
my girlfriend 
night club (Creation) 
ON THE INTERNET 
on the radio 
Picked up a leaflet 
porn magazine 
radio 
radio 
read it in a book everything u ever wanted 2 
know about periods 
saw it on another website 
SAW IT ON TOP OF BLISS WEBSITE 
seen it on blissmag website 
sugar magazine website 
Surfing 
teacher 
teacher 
teacher 
THT leaflet "OUT and about" 
used to work for The Essentia Group 
was just surfing the net and found it 
we saw it! 
work 
work with the Teenage Pregnancy Co-ordinator 
in my area 
www.blissmag.co.uk 
www.mykindaplace.com 
young persons info leaflet/card 
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Q7 Impressions of website 
 I thought it was a bit simplistic for someone of my age (17) but probably quite good for someone 
younger 
 nt enuf information dull 
 think it is a very good website and is easy to understand and holds alot of answeres that teenagers 
would like to know 
"a bit more info 
Add some games to make more fun. 
all the useful imformaton 
"amont of infomation given 
quality of infomation  
local clinics" 
brill!!! 
brilliant! did not say "dont have sex" but gave advice on staying safe 
certain parts of this website i am being denied access to because of our school. and i dont have the 
internet at home. 
Clear layout  
Clear, easy to find info quickly. 
colourful and interesting 
contains very litte from what i have seen 
could change the colour every so often, to not make it look so boring 
could have more topics on the basic facts for example pregnancy, not just abortions 
Could include more information about sex. i like the fact that there are so many links 
"COZ IT TELL U ABOUT SEX MORE  
AND IT TELL U WHAT MEAN HAVEING THE PILL " 
crap 
Doesnt supply officant confidential advice and comfort towards children under the legal sex age. IE: 
retrieving contraception is discetion and privacy. You have to go and see someone about it, where they 
may not supply it but may well call parents/law office and child will be in trouble. 
don't give that much help 
dont give you alot of advice 
"dosent have the stuff i need 2 no! 
more info" 
Easy access to information but not enough personal experiences or opinions 
Easy to navigate and understand 
easy to use and informative 
Easy to use, informative.   
easyer to get in to  
Enough info for ppl who want to have sex but no emotionnal info about sex...well so far anyway 
erm could ask you if u had any questions 
everything really it is good for boyz or girlz 
facts were good 
fine 
First time sex, STI, contraception, helpline part, different websites you can visit for other information, 
myths. Didn't really like the soap updates part.  
for younger people you need to put things into simpler terms. 
friendly, informative, non - judgemental 
"fucking c 
rap" 
Full of the imformation that anyone needs. Easy to find and very reasuring. 
give good advice, facts and information 
gives good advice but you cannot ask questions and get answers 
gives relevant information 
gives straight facts 
good 
good 
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good 
GOOD 
good basic advice, lacking in detail a little, but very factual and I found the information I was looking for. 
good clear imformation, very straight forward.there needs to be a bit more information on it tho.But i 
think tellin us how to deal with the situations are a good idea instead of every 1 tellin us what not to 
do(which is ok upto a certain age say 15)tell us how to do things because most people are doin 
underage and i dont think its helping us to understand sex if we get the 'dont do this' talk evey time. 
"Good design that will appeal to most teenagers. 
The information is presented in a short and very concise way." 
good for basic information but needs extrapolating in some parts or more links to other sites for more 
detail 
good how u can find out about ur local clinic 
good info 
good info for teens on having sex 
Good information on everything you would need to know, the links are very helpful. This site is easy to 
use. 
good private info.  
good so far, alot of information, very helpful 
have more real staories. 
helpful advice about services in my area.The case study was intresting but it would be better if you had 
a varity of studys. 
home page not clear enough need to say what is included in the titles 
i  like the way it is set out n it attracts you to look around the site. it is easy to use. 
I am wanting advice but Im not very good when talking about it I would liked to of been able to email 
someone. 
i am worried about chlamydia, but can only find out about gonorrhea. 
I didnt really like the layout 
i do think that this web site is vry good for help and information, but i think the pictures,background etc 
could be a bit more eye catching,i think its a bit dull. 
i dont like the bergandy background! i think you should have more diagrams of how to do things. 
i felt that in the abortion subject you didnt say much about how it will affect you emotionally and i think 
this is a big deal from past experiances  
i find it helpfull 
i fink the sites good but a bit boring and tehre isnt many pages i fink u shud add more pages and i fink u 
shud do more on real life stories to show ppl it dus actually happen n i fink u shud do sumthing on rape 
and ahve sum fun pages too like quizes games n things and i fink u shud answer thsi wuation sumwer 
on ur site cos its wot i ahev eben on here lookin 4 n cant fine how far gone do u have to be before u 
can get a pregnancy test? 
i found it hard to find what i was looking for 
i found the information very useful, easy to understand and the information is presented in a 
professional but friendly way.  
i found this web site easy to use and very helpful 
i have no dislikes of the website 
i just thought it would be diifferent to how it is 
I know it'll go a long way to help teenage girls with the need for information to safeguard their health. 
I like all the information and facts e.t.c 
i like every thing about it  
i like how it tells of things in great details!  
i like how it tells you about local help 
i like it because it tells you what you need to know. 
"i like it coz it gives some very very good advice about sex & things like that" 
i like it.......alot.its a place where teenagers can go to find out abouth stuff,espesialy when they have a 
problem 
i like that the facts are clearly presented but i think it is too formal 
i like the advice 
i like the advise but there are now pictures about porn 
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i like the fact hat your helping young teens 
i like the fact that it gives you lots of infomation and gives you most of the answers to your questions. 
however when i typed my question in it said it wouldn't be possible to send me a feed back (whats the 
point in having it if it dosnt send you your answer) overall this is a great site and i will be back it ahs so 
much info on it. Its good that there is a good site that dose know whats really going on with under 18's 
i like the layout and the way it has beenn written 
i like the sex 4 the 1st time best 
i like the site, and it advises what teenage girls should do 
I like the way everthing is seperated so you can choose what you want to read about. I dislike when 
clicking on the next fact it takes ages to come up. 
i like the way it explains to you. 
i like the way it set out 
i like the way it tells you the important things of sex 
I like the way the website explains all possible ways in doing something 
i like the website 
i like the website because it gives you information about things you dont know and want help with 
"i like the website because it is full of information that is helpful i have no dislikes about the site. There 
is no improvements that i wouldchange because it s set out in a good way so that it is easy to 
undestand " 
i like the whey its all set out and i don't dislike any of it and it is useful 
I LIKE THIS WEBSITE 
I like this website because it has a lot of facts on all the stuff that I was looking for. They only thing that I 
think needs to be improved is the design. 
i like this website.  it helped me with my problem 
i liked everything that i checked. 
i liked the case studys on teenagers dealing with pregnancy and the information on STI 
I liked the funky pictures!! 
i liked the protection bit! 
I really think the help/advice/infomation is brilliant, if i ever find myself in a bad situation sex related of 
course im sure this site will help and im going to send it to all my friends to help them to - thanks 
i realy like the way it is set out so its easy to navigate 
i thik they could have more on the site. more to do with actual sex and not just infections nd diseases. 
maybe what other people experience as well.. 
i think it could do with some specific information about each contraceptive such as where u can get it 
from ect... 
i think it good you can find places in your area for thing such as condons but i think you should have 
more infomation on when you get pregant and if you get an STD  
i think it great it reallys helps you 
i think it is a good informative website. 
I think it is a great way to get out the nessisary information that teens now days are looking over so 
quickly. Many of us have made decisions we regret verry much so even if it didnt lead to std's or 
pregnancy. Although we are lucky most still have gotten hirt emotionally. 
i think it is good  
i think it is good but i think u maybe should put a sex dictionary on the site for people that hear friends 
talking slang and dont have a clue what it means but overall it is a pretty good website 
i think it is good for under 18's, but i am 18 and i am aware of alot of information you already provide 
but i do think that your answers to alot of the questions are very shot and dont go into much detail; for 
eg. information about the pill, i personaly would like to know a lot more about the side effects and more. 
I think it is really good and reassuring. It is well set out and the writing and pics are cool. I think there is 
plenty of information on the site becasue it includes emotional and physiocal side instead of just the 
physical 
I think it is very good and it can help a lot of different types of people 
i think it is very good for someone who dont feel confotable talkin to people 
i think it is very gud this website cuz it has alot of gud info on it about sex!Excellent! 
I think it is very helpful to teens and young parents. 
I think it provides the important information but is a bit small. 
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i think it shud give more information about the first time  
I think it was very helpful and informative as well as friendly towards people who could be in a difficult 
situation. 
i think its a good site and helps u if u r worried about anything  
i think its a good website especially for young teenager!  
i think its a helpful site 
i think its good  
i think its good and confidential which i find compforting 
i think its good but should have some more contacts 
i think its good if you need to know some facts and where to find things if you need more information or 
if ur scared about talking to some1 face 2 face 
I think it's just right but should have online advisors because I feel shy to ring them. 
i think its really good because it shows facts and u r able to ask questions about problems. it is very 
good if u need help. i would definitely recommend it. 
i think its very good especialy if you need to know the vital info about sex 
I think more infomation on what is envolved in sex and infomation on pregancy. 
i think that it is really gud nd has gud info on it! 
I think that the site is excellent for giving brief yet important advice on all apsects of sex and sexual 
problems/ideas..  However i think an improvment could be made by using detailed information links 
rather than just a brief outline 
I Think That The Website Is Good But It Needs A Bit More Information On Sex And How To Make It 
Safer. 
i think that this site is very good,the way it puts advice out for teenagers and even older people. 
i think that this website has all the information young people need to know about. 
i think that this website has good informatiion 4 every1 
I think that this website is very good because it tells you alot about all you need to know about sex. The 
one bad thing is that you can't send off for free contriception in case you are to embarassed or scared 
to go to a clinic or plannig centre. 
i think that you could explain about the infections in detail  
I think that you should show more about how you have sex and exactly how to put a condom on 
including pictures. 
i think the fact that you have given other websites for young people like me to browse is good and i also 
think its brilliant that you have given the straight facts on STI/STD, abortion and pregnancy. 
i think the site is easy to access  
I think the site is great though should have more content, and the fact are a little short. 
I think there should be more statistics about teenage sex 
i think there should be more stuff like emotional stuff and it's good because it tells you a lot. but it 
should be advertised me 
I think this is a helpful website, but people no the basic stuff this site shows, there should be more 
information than what their is. Their is a lot already but people no that, just a bit more information in a 
big varied way would be more helpful than it already is. 
I think this is a very good website as it can help many people from maing the wrong mistakes and 
everything is explained properly. 
I think this is a well informed website designed to reassure people about their general wellbeing. It is 
colourful and keeps me intrested. However, I think there should be more information on before and 
after the first time people have sex-ie some girls experience bleeding during their first time. More info is 
needed on things like what to do if a boy's penis splits etc. 
i think this site is usefull 
i think this site is very good, quite educational for younger people than myself, and good for advice.  
i think this website is a very good idea because you can not always get through on the helpline!! it 
provides good information! Well done 
I think this website is brilliant because it's a place for people to ask questions and find out things about 
sex 
i think this website is really good it gives you the truth about what really happens out there 
I think this website is very helpful and can help a lot of people in different ways.  
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"i think u should tell people what sex is actually like as most people dont find out it is quite painfull until 
they do it." 
i think you could probably give more information and let people post their views on the website and also 
b able 2 get contraception sent 2 u. 
i think you need to include more options for the 'first time sex' part. there are many questions people 
may have that are left unanswered as not all parts of sex are covered. 
i think you should always have someone on here to talk to/e-mail in an emergancy or something along 
those lines 
i think you should be able to have live chat with a representive of this site 
i think you should be able to send emails and get responses instead of on the phone 
i think you should have a page were u can talk to helpers bout ur problems on line 
i think you should have a thing where on the sexually transmitted infections, people pick symptoms etc 
from a list and it tells what desiese they MITE have 
i think you should have some sort of search engine so that people can put in key questions and the 
typical questions come up.  
i thinks its oright but u havnt answered our q yet 
i thinkthsi website isvery helpful 
i thought there would be somebody on the web site to talk to instead of just giving out numbers. 
I wanted to find out information about the reliability of some methods of contraception without ringing a 
helpline but didnt find it. 
i was asking a question and you went off. so how can you you say ok 
i would give more facts to people 
i would like to be able to ask a question and have it answered fully! like the helpline 
i would like to be able to ask questions 
i would like to be able to talk to someone online live and know dat the number if i call it wouldnt be able 
to be traced at all 
I would like to see more pictures and a chatroom where you can chat to a doctor for example in 
confindence or others going through what you are 
if rhe person is goin 2 have sex nomatter what u could give them pointers on how 2 have sex 
"If you feel the need to change things then it's up to you but so far so ggod.I like this site because i 
picked things i didn't know , which was exciting for someone who didn't have a clue bout it. 
Ilike it because itgives out useful information 
I'm extremely impressed with the FACTS. More facts should be on the site. Very intresting, and 
informative. 
im looking for a search engine to directly find what i want, but you dont have 1. You could also direct 
people to other related sites. 
improvement, more talking about people about to have sex and what could happen like impotence or 
things that might make sex worse if it isnt done properly. Thank you! x 
in 
including more information, especially about the build up to sex, such as oral sex and things which are 
sexually related. as thats why i came onto the site. 
Info on the web 
informative but could have more facts on the different types of sti's 
it could be made better with things like quizzes or a case study game where you are the girl or boy and 
you have different senarios and have to chose wheather to wait and have sex when you are ready or 
do it when you are durnk etc.i also would like to a see a page where you can print off posters about the 
website that i can stick up at school and local youth centre the adverts in bliss magazine with the girl 
and boy in the club wandering if they should have sex or take drugs was a good one. you could also 
have quizzes where questions are asked about sex topics and see how much people really know and 
then tell us which pages on the website or other links to go to look up and read on the parts we didnt do 
so well on.  
it could have more of a range of information for different types of age and thing like that, but as this is 
my first time on the website it all new to me. 
It didnt give as much info as i wanted 
it doesn,t really give as much information as you  need  but on the other hand its a good web site  
IT doesn't explain what the contraceptives mean/do. eg. what does IUS stand for? How does it work? 
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it does'nt have lots off information about sex and it should. 
It doesn't really help me get laid! 
IT GIVES GUD ADVISE TO YOUNG PEOPLE ITS SOME WHERE YOU CAN FIND OUT 
INFORMATION INSTEAD OF BEING FACE TO FACE ASKING SUM ONE QUESTIONS COZ IT CAN 
BE INBAESSING 
it gives you lodes of info if you havent and had had sex 
It good  
it had given me confidence about my sex life and i found out what i shud do 
It has a lot of useful information on a lot of subjects involving sex for young people like myself, therefor i 
think this site is very helpfull but may need a page where the reader can ask questions to be answered 
on the internet.  
it has good links and stuff and is a good way to find info. 
It hasn't got enough information about SEX! 
it hasn't helped me to think about wether i want to have sex or not. 
it helps people who's parents haven't told them alot about sex 
It is a good site to help tho in nood and want infomation. 
It is a very good website which is very helpful 
It is a very useful and hepful easy to use service. 
it is boring 
it is good for finding info but i think it should have more detail and explore more aspects like feelings 
and how to deal with them. 
It is good it gives u quite alot of info on where to get advice n stuff I didnt even know my local doctors 
had a family planing clinic up the top floor I will now go there instead of traveling into the town for free 
condoms and stuff thank u 
It is good, but perhaps an anonymous problem page or something would help for people to see others 
are in their sitation. 
it is needed to be updated more on the infomation given i.e the stories by people and the soap stories 
aswell but over all it is good. 
It is quite helpful  
it is really good 
It is the best site in he orld for info on sex  it has helped me understand it and what it would do to me at 
my age  
it is very good and useful for information 
it is very help foul 
it is very helpful 
it is very helpful 
it is very helpful for teaching people about sex 
it is very simple 
it lets people understand about STIs 
it needs a lot more depth.  
it needs more info and less helplines as some people might be embarissed to phone em 
it needs more info on girlie stuff 
it needs more information on oral sex, because people need to know, not just about full on sex. 
it ok it gives u quite a bit of help 
it relly know wat its all about and how to put the message accross 
it should have pictuers for teens to see and should give directions in the area some one is going to so 
they can find it  
it stright facts with really life storys its goo 
"it suked 
It tells me good advise. 
it tells people loads about sex 
It uses easy to understand language and everything is explained clearly and care 
It was boring 
It was easy to see everything. it was all laid out well. 
It was helpful with lots of information and facts that I wasnt aware of before 
it was very good and gives you lots of information 
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It was very informative and very easy to navigat. Good job I found the site very helpful. 
It would be better if you had a chat room for teens to talk together about sex and also help each other 
out. 
its a bit boring 
its a good website to get infomation for all kinds of topics 
Its a really good way to find out info bout sex n all that, if u wana do it confidentualy n in ur own time.  
its alrite but could give a bit more information 
its brilliant 
its full of the most typical questions you would want to ask, and it is full of info on every aspect of sex 
its good and easy 2 understand 
its good but a chat area with professionals would be usefull as i dont wanna phone 
it's good but, the overall look is quite confusing a plain web page would mean that it would be easier to 
look around 
its good it gives good information 
Its got some great stuff on here, and if you wanna add a link for advice on anything for teenagers then 
the address is http://www.teenmentors.org 
its helpful 
it's helpful but i dont think you can ask and get a personal answer - they have this at brook.org.uk 
its interesting 
its interesting and i dont feel embarrassed by viewing it infact i feel slightly comforted 
its is good  
its nice 
its ok 
its ok 
its ok 
its ok 
it's ok 
its ok but a bit embarrasing for parents to see 
its ok but i think there could be more info and more topics covered like for people that may want to have 
sex/foreplay etc but don't know how/what to do and want advice! 
its ok, its a bit boring but it tells you alot 
its okay 
its quite easy to use but there could b a message board or chat room for people who need to talk about 
sex worries or discuss any questions. 
its really good 
its short which is good because it gets straight to the point 
Its very clear, but I felt it was a bit brief in some areas 
"its very good and it gives you ood advice and it helps you to unrstand things about what your planning 
Its very good for peaple who have got mager probs and its somthing u now u can go 2 if u need a 
question solved its great for all ages who need help and will know a lot more once they have seen wats 
on this site for them!!  
its very good, you dont need to change a thing. 
its very good. I like the way you have the questions that people will be asking as your headings then 
answering them.  
It's very helpful and lets you know the things you need to know 
its very informative but still needs to have more information like other types of sex (oral),body worries 
etc. 
lack of content, but some good advice 
like 
like design of it. 
like it all but i think it need like a message board where u can talk to a nurse online for help. 
"like most of it" 
"like that way its presented.and the way you`ve put other contacts in too.i think you could make it 
better;by putting in pictures." 
like the colour scheme 
like the down-to-earth facts, local section 
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likes 
likes 
likes 
Links aren't very specific...eg contraception should be a straight up link!! 
Lots o information was given 
lots of helpful information 
lots of information on the site. Even i was intregged as to look at the hyperlink titled "what are the best 
condoms" very good site 
maybe a chatroom where you can talk to people on the website. 
maybe ya could have a public message board where ppl could help each other 
maybe you could introduce some sort of problem page where website visitors could read about other 
peoples problems. 
more about contreception 
more about the specific types of contraception, eg the injection kind. 
more info 
more info on problems about how 2 do things 
more infomation for pregant teenages 
more infomation on laws and regulations about age of consent etc also infomation about other stuff (ie 
oral sex fingerin and tossing off etc!!!) not JUSTsexual intercourse 
more information about how to use contraception could be provided. 
more local information on my area newcastle 
more pics 
more questionnaires to sole problems or quiries! 
more true stories 
my likes is when you come on to the website the front page. 
n/a 
n/a 
need to list other STI's 
Needs more 'facts' 
Needs slightly more in depth on some areas. for example names of the pill. and what do you say whne 
you go to a family planning clinic (as i've been once but never made it all the way because all the staff 
just looked at me weird it was horrible like they didnt care + were discusted!)I just think teenagers need 
2 know more 
needs to be set out better, so it's easier to access certain things 
needs to give advice on how to do things with a girl. 
NO IMPROVEMENTS, JUST A GREAT WEBSITE PACKED OF IMPORTANT INFOMATION, GREAT 
FOR PEOPLE WHO NEED QUESTIONS ANSWERED. 
no improvements, just right! 
no not really it could use more info . 
None 
not alot of options,mayby include detailed info on abortions and how it is done,and exact details of 
everything, 
Not as much information as other sites. 
not enough info  
not enough information 
not enough information on what the diseases actaully are and you are using language what young 
people now adays do not understand 
Not got enough info on differnt types of stds.first time sex etc. 
not much info 
not much info 
not much on it 
not much specific information on individual STI's. No opinions or comments from teenagers on the site. 
I like the visitor survey and information on contraception, although more could be provided on specific 
types- especially ones that don't get mentioned as much like the coil and contraceptive injections.Good 
links to other support phonelines etc 
not sure 
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Not the best! you need an online agony aunt or a chatroom! 
nothin much here 
nothing 
nothing 
nothing really 
ok 
ok 
ok but it does'nt go into much detail about contraception it really needs to be drilled into kids nower 
days 
ok but not very nice to look at 
overall it works well 
people should be able to type there worries in they might be too shy to phone 
Perfect 
pictures? 
plain but informative. 
postcode search finds things miles away 
really informative 
seems fine so far 
seems to have a lot of info on everything,,,  v impressed 
sex 
should advise on positions haha! 
show frequently asked questions 
sorry it's my 1st time & i can't take an impression for the 1st time  
the colour is slighty strange, hard on the eyes. needs to be more subheadings. rather than just the six. 
The facts could be a little more in detail. 
The layout is good and simple to use, and the information given is clear and to the point. 
The layout is very good but it needs loads more information. 
The local help section is very informative & helpful. 
the site is useful and i'm sure comforting to others. I like the laid back attitude and understanding 
approach. 
The site is very helpful and has a lot of information! 
The site seemed to be more concerned about sex itself and not so much with your body. 
the thing about the appointments kept sayin i was doin sumtin rong 
the way you show the closest centres where we can get free confidential advice 
The website could do with a better more attractive design 
The website was very well put together, but i don't like the colors much. 
the websites great its up to date and answered all my questions 
the whole site is excellent. 
there are lots of important facts on this site but there should be a chatroom with experienced youths 
and non experienced, where people might be able to understand the risks when spoken to someone 
around their own age, who have experienced these terrible situations.  
There could be more info on more general topics 
There didn't see much there it would be better if on the first page it had a list of all the links and pages 
from that site because otherwise it takes forever to find something. i also think there should be  a 
search box aswell 
There isn't a lot there. Add some more information if fact a lot more it's all very interesting so tell us 
more. Some of the stuff is very obviouse even if there may be people out there who believe the myths 
add something for those who don't to browse through. 
there isn't a section where u can ask questions and there are onlya few facts!!! wat about all the other 
unanswered questions?? suppose ppl don't want 2 talk on da phone 2 somone.... then wat? there 
should be an online ocunsellor available, or an agony aunt that ppl can email or post any queries to. the 
local clinics should have little maps next to them  or at least instruction of how ot get there. Nearest 
tube and busses ect.                                                                                 
There wasn't enough in-depth information about things 
theres not amough infomation for people who just want to know infomation for school 
"think their needs to be more general advice about sex and the body and stuff like that." 
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this is a good site but could have more help on other things like pregnancy 
this website can help peole who are scared og have swx that is why this site is very good!! 
This website gave me a lot more to think about than i thought i would have to, but that is a good thing 
because i have learned more about sex so i am aware of the problems that i can have even though i 
am under age. if this website was not available to younger people then there would surely be a lot of 
under aged people with babies that they couldnt take care of. i am grateful for the advice you gave me. 
thank you Brook. 
this websiter isnt very clear with how to use the site there should be a page talking bout all the subjects 
mentioned as some people are too embarrased to go to a place or speak on the 
Thought it was all very useful. 
"to know how to ask a question on-line " 
too many graphics - takes ages to load 
too much pink 
um i think that this website is good but as a little thing you could have is a email bit where people can 
just email you just to say anything that they are proud of or just somthing to say coz i'm sure people are 
encouring girls and boys to not have sex well if you let people say that they resisted sex or they arent 
gonna have sex before marriage, people find there is more of a point to do somthing if they can tell 
people about it. 
verry helpful  
Very approachable. Not judging! GOOD! 
very clear and precise. Young people friendly.Easy to use. 
very factual and impressive 
very good a lot of information 
very good, covers all aspects, not too over the top but not lacking detail 
Very good, helpful information, clearly set out 
very helpful, settled the worry as i could not fins information like this from other websites 
very helpfull for me  
very imformative 
very informative 
VERY INFORMATIVE . COULD BE A GREAT HELP IF I HAD A PROBLEM I WOULD COME HERE 
Very informative with lots of useful information presented in a friendly and helpful way. 
very poor no porn 
very useful 
very well presented however the coulors are not very easy on the eye. seems very formal. 
was expecting more. 
was really helpful, sepecially 4 more knowledge without haveing to tlk to some one in person 
wel i came ont his site 2 c if it cud answer a question that i needed 2 no. but it didn't it shud have a 
page were u can ask question then some one replying 2 you. but its ok i soppose 
well detailed 
well i like it because it is helpful its better if people know about these things 
Well, it was excellent, but why don't you make a forum so that people don't have to call, but simply 
leave a message here on Internet and then check the answer?? I think it would be great ! ! 
where u can get free comdoms from 
You should improve the colours to make it look more attractive to kids. 
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Q9  Additional Information would like to see provided 
just more generally nicer layout 
what happens during sex" 
"1. quizzes 
2. games 
3. posters that can be printed off or sent to people via email or post about the website. 
4. online chats with counsellers would be a good idea." 
A chatroom! 
a message board.problem solving.the after effects of the pill? ext 
A more positive outlook on sex and how you should be incouraged to be careful in a better less 
complex way. 
a new section for questions and answers. FAQ's, and an email address to contact aprofessional in 
confidence. 
a page were u can have a convosation wid a pro so u can ask questions and they can answer them. 
a problems page, with problems answered 
A site where we can mail a counseler and tell about our problem. 
a survey to see if they should give comdoms out at school. an agony aunt that sends emails back 2 u 
as soon as possible  
A way of sending off for free contraception in confidential circumstances. 
able to chat online to the nurses, 
about abortions where u can get them as much as possible about where to get contreception about all 
the diseases and whos the best person to talk to about things  
about different types of contraceptive pill 
about fingering and the disadvatages about it 
about frist time sex 
about medication, eg im looking for facts about the canesten 500mg Vaginal tablet and as from what i 
saw you have nothing relating to this 
ABOUT SEX, RELATIONSHIPS AND SEXUAL RELATIONSHIPS FREE CONDOMS SENT 
THROUGH THE POST E-MAIL ME NEWS LETTERS AND OTHERINFO FROM THE SITE i WOULD 
LIKE TO BE A MEMBER OF THE SITE WITH A SIGHN IN NAME  
about sex,why we do it and how. also a lot of people are giving oral sex so a peice on that would also 
be quite interesting.people fingering an tossing each other.you need to know how to do it an if there are 
any risks in doin that 
about the morning after pill and how it affects me and my periods and my sex life 
about the morning after pill, advanatges and disavantages, the early signs of pregnancy 
about what else you can do other then penetrative sex etc. 
advice on how to stay cam befor sex. Tips about sex so you dont mess up 
all sorts of info coz there a lot of young children goin out n havin sex yet they dont get told enough bout 
it in school. 
all this site needs is some more stories about others mistakes so it might scare them. im only 19 and 
my girlfriend has a baby and shes only 18 so i know some of the damage it can cause. 
alternative types of contraception 
Although the site gives good, clear advice, I think it would be nice if there was more information on 
gay/lesbian advice groups/help lines. 
any thing 
any thing about porn and if  it is normal for me to be interested 
articals, of deaper info on things like the side affects of taking the pill 
as above 
As i commented above. 
Basically more information on the various topics 
better dissguise for the website 
can u get pregnant withput sex 
chatroom for teens with problems. Pictures of different kinds of condoms you can get and what a pill 
might look like. 
costs of contraception,emergency contraception 
"COZ IT GOOD TO SEE THE WEBSITE” 
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crap all 
different colours the colour already here hurts my eyes! 
dunno 
duno 
e mails 
elaborate on sex for the first time section. 
Emotionnal side to sex, how it feels when the person you 1st had sex with ends your relationship, how 
approach ppl afterwards if you feel dirty.... 
"erm, its very good...,but maybe you could do quizzes or questionaries n things like that." 
ermm.... well about everything hygiene about how the body works during sex and periods. 
facts about what other people think about the same issues. People our age, that is, their view on things. 
faqs about pregnancie 
feedback section!!! maybe an open chat forum for people to discuss with people just like them. 
for people to find out what it feels like and what to do on your first kiss (snog) 
free condoms, i hate going to family planning clinics, and buying them. 
free contraceptin ig,condoms avliable online. 
free products/samples 
Games 
get free comdoms on the web site sent to ppl but by normal packeging 
girlie stuff 
good tips for having sex and getting orgasms  
great because helped me to see implementation of pragmatic action, which i need for my research. 
have do have sex safely  
help 
help on how to cope woth pregnancy 
"how 2 av sex" 
how can you get condoms free without going to see anybody? 
how far gone u have to be b4 u can ahve a pregnancy test and more about rape 
How it should be done, what happens, how long it should be done for, protection, about a fe/male body 
and the age limits for sex,oral sex..... 
how much the website suked 
How old you be to get STIs 
"How Sex Feels 
How You Can Make It Safer 
The Dos And Donts 
Which Age You Should Have It" 
how to change the bergandy background 
How to cope with finding out that you're pregnant and how to break the news to people 
how to do things 
how to have sex 
how to pull girls that keep making moves on boys 
How to put a condom on! and how 2 insert a tampon 
how to put on a condom,  
How to put on contreceptives. 
how to tell cope with being pregnant and how to tell your family and advice on how to cope if your friend 
is pregnant 
how to use condoms,foreplay,oral sex and orgasms 
how to use contraseption 
how to use sex toys safely 
How you can get rid of transmitted diseases without going to a clinic or if you have to go to a clinic what 
will be done. 
How you could please someone from the opposite or same sex 
I came to the site by accident 
i dont think i was given enough time to look through the site fully enough. i think it would be helpful if 
you had an address that people could write to, instead of talkin face to face or over the phone?  
otherwise i think this site is very good for people my age etc.... 
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i like to see people who have struggled with a decease to talk on the website so they can make people 
more aware 
i need to find out how to treat it! 
I needed information on size of condoms but cud not find any information on this. 
i needed somebody to talk to so hopefully you may be able to arrange this for the site in the future. 
i reckon its gud as it is 
I think it would help if it had some about rape and how to cope with that, other than that i think the site 
is ace 
I think that many of the topics covered (such as STI section) are not detailed enough.. i believe that 
they could be made slightly more copmrehensive. 
I think the site should include my typically questions, that are asked to the advisers. So that others can 
learn from advisers answer. 
I think their should be a message box u can go on to and ask a problem about sex and relationships 
and an answer can come up automaticaly. Also i think diagrams would be useful, like if people didnt no 
what a condom or the pill etc looked like they could see what to look out for! 
I think there should be more detailed information about contraception 
I think there should be more information on before and after the first time people have sex-ie some girls 
experience bleeding during their first time. More info is needed on things like what to do if a boy's penis 
splits etc. 
I think there should be more information on what people can to when explaoring themselves without 
getting hurt 
I think there should be more statistics about teenage sex 
I think there's enough information on here 
i think these questions are useful;does sex hurt? wot does it feel like? do you bleed when you hav sex? 
where can u do it apart from a bed? 
I think you should have an advice senter; where teen can ask for advice on their own situations. Maybe 
someone willing to help them in their decisions...that was generally what i was looking for when i came 
to this web site. 
i want to see porn on it 
I was looking for more specific information on a certain kind of "thing."  I think the FAQ are very useful 
(the ones that are there) but there should be many more there is a lot greater depth like "Does it hurt..." 
and "what is the feeling like..." just questions that help people understand sex more i think 
i was specifically looking for the incidence of STI's, so i know how common they were 
i would have liked to find out a bit more information on abortions and stuff. it may be a little upseting for 
girls who have had abortions in the past. but it would be helpful for it to be in detail. 
i would lik to c sum statictics 
I would like info on HOW to have sex (esp. safe sex). and the tshirts 
I would like there to be more information on periods and masturbation. I also think there should be 
games too 
i would like to be able to talk 2 some 1 online  
I would like to see a page for the viewers to ask questions which would be answered on the new site. 
i would like to see more about contreception eg how they are used properly and more real life stories 
coz they are good to getr infomation off aswell. 
I would like to see more Case Studies, like the one on pregnancy with Emma and Aimee 
I would like to see more information about STI's and maybe more information about a person's options 
if they are pregnant and doesn't know what to do about it 
i would like to see more information on sex. 
I would like to see more on contraception 
i would like to see som esupport on teh fact that maybe at the age of 15 or whatever u may feel ready 
to have sex u might have fallen in love wid someone  and feel ready  
i would like to see some thing that u could go to and write to somone and ask them about personal 
questions either if its about your boyfriend or your self and body!! 
I would like to see thing about condoms, tampons/sanitary towels and games for 9-12 year olds that are 
doing sex education for the first time and learning what happens during sex and what can happen after 
sex. 
id like to see more information from ppl taht ave been though problems n say wot they did 
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if the barn was open 
if u ask a q i want the right to replay 
Im having sex for the first time im not to sure when she is actually ready for it. We do alot of foreplay 
but i dont know when it is the right time 
I'm not from your country so it didn't have listings for my area. 
info on different things 
infomation about laws and consequences ie (could a 16yr old go to prison for child molesting if he 
fingerd his 14year old girlfriend!!)  
information about how to use contraceptives 
information about oral sex and if you can get an sti from it still. ? 
information concerning relationships with people from different racial backgrounds as some people 
have problems from peers if they are going out with a black person or an asian person. 
Information on different kinds of contreption 
information on homosexuality 
information on how contraceptives e.g the pill actualy work. 
information on virginity - what it means etc 
Is it legal for under 16s to buy condoms because i saw a website that said under 16s are not allowed to 
buy condomsas its illegal..please help im confused. 
IS THERE A LINK THAT YOU CAN ASK QUESTIONS ANDHAVE THE ANSWER'S E-MAILED TO 
YOU? IF THERE ISN'T THERE SHU B!!!!! 
is what some infpo on pregnse cos i think i am pregnet cos i have had unprtected sex 
It could give you more first hand information- different peoples opinions. 
it should be easier to find your way around 
it would be even better if u could right your problems on this site or talk to someone on here. 
its got it all 
iwould have like more dtails in the facts section 
Just easier to navigate...things are there, but need to be easier to find! 
just how to please a girl sexually  
just more about sex i mean loads! 
just more about the ways of certain body parts and functions 
just more detailed information and more answer, question type of things 
just stuff like quizzes - are you ready 4 sex stuff like that 
just the dictionary and maybe storys from teens that have got pregnant and regreted so it would put 
other youngs ones off the idea of no contraception 
just the same really and anything else u think is convenient 
Just what I wrote up above.  Explain what the contraceptives are, what they do, how they work, and if 
they are an abbreviated term, please explain what the letter's stand for. 
lots more from other peoples point of view and actual detail 
lots more info and maybe some problem pages 
mabe some stuff for teens, 12+ bout boys, girls etc...  
masturbation 
maybe more prices on how much things are and more information on abortions. 
maybe online help 
maybe some more information on sti's? 
more  to help rape victems with dealiin with pregnancy 
more about HOW and WHY and helping with relationship problems 
more about how things make people feel not just about sex and the outcomes of it. 
more about oral sex 
more about other things that happen in a relationship not just sex e.g. about a blow job 
"more about pregnancy 
"more about problems you might have when goin through an abortion  
"more about s.t.is" 
More about sexual life, sex for the first time and generally about the sex stuff that we don't know whom 
to ask in order to learn... 
More about sexually transmitted diseases. I didn't know what half of them were til I got one.And for the 
ones that aren't having sex it might make them realise how important it is to use condoms 
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more about STI's and questions and answers would be good on all different things concerning sex. 
more about STI's, and where you can get things like the pill and that from 
more about the infection 
More about unplanned pregnancy and what to do if you are keeping the baby. 
more case studies to see what life would be like 
More descriptions on STIs', listing all of the possible infections you can catch through sex. 
more detail on existing sections please! 
more direct instructions 
More facts 
more facts abot telling your parents things 
more in depth guides into various methods of contraception, not just facts, but details of methods of 
use,etc,etc.  
More indepth information on STIs. 
More info about your body 
More info on local helplines/clinics 
more info on sex and pregnancy 
more info on sexual experiences and just facts in general. 
More info on STI's n STD's 
more information about sex 
More information about the different kinds of contraceptives 
more information for the professionals 
More information generally 
More information on different diseases you can catch and mainly how you can get rid ot them. 
more information on what to do if you have come off the pil then had unprotective sex and think you 
could be pregnant and what to do! such as pregnancy tests as you are meant to use them before a 
period but when you come off the pill you aren't sure when your next period is! and what you should 
do? 
more of the above 
more on sti's 
more options. and more views on first time sex 
More pictures 
MORE PICTURES 
more protection info   
more questions about sex 
more questions and advice on sex, because some people don't like discussing it infront of their 
friends/family. 
more sexual things. positions, what you do in sex, what it's like... 
More stuff on condoms. 
"more then anything what hasnt been brought up in this 1" 
more things about dating, more case studies, and advice to ease nerves about first times etc 
n/a 
n/a 
need more on contraception i couldnt find any information about emergency contraception 
nolt 
none 
none 
none 
none 
none really i wasn't looking for any information in particular 
not sure 
nothin everythin i wanted 2 know is there 
nothing 
nothing really, everything is covered. 
nothing. i think its great as it is. 
ok 
on the abortion subject i think there needs to be how the different types of abortion are carried out. 
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on what its like to be a parent at a young age 
on www.likeitis.org.uk they give away free condoms and i think that is a good idea because i dont have 
much money to buy condoms and i am very imbarassed when i go to buy condoms because i know alot 
of the people in the chemist 
"opening times etc for clinics 
"oral sex 
"oral sex- best ways 
- desieses u can get from doin or having oral 
- all the was of doing or having oral" 
pages deadicated to the topic, ie, peoples questions and answers, etc 
peer pressure 
Peer pressure in sex, lying about sex. 
"people who you can talk to if you are pregnant about things such as your school options 
"periods 
"periods" 
personal answers, sent to your email address 
personal experiences and problems 
phone numbers of willing girls 
pics 
pictures 
porn 
POSITIONS!!!!!! 
problem pages.hospital,doctors numbers in your area 
question page with help offerd 
questions & answers 
questions to be answered 
quizzes to testhow much you know, if people relised they don't know everything thy may realise there 
are things they want to learn. 
relationship section, how to pull, masturbation 
same as above. 
see above. 
sex in water? 
sex persions that turn boys on more and how to wank someone 
sex picture 
Sex pictures (nude) 
sex positions 
sex positions 
sex positions 
sex stats 
sex tips 
signs of pregnancy 
"slang terms for sexual activity 
order forms for free packs of sexual activity information including samples of the pill as its too 
expensive in the shops" 
statements from people when they have had sex 
Steps before having sex 
symptoms/ signs of being pregnent 
teenage pregnancy 
teenage views on sex 
telling peaple more about sex not just the after part 
telling people how sex works and what chances you are taking 
the ability to send out free condoms 
the after effects for girls of sex 
the best time to do sex at the morning the drink that mack full ability to do sex is some ( soup and a lot 
of salt ) 
The kind of procedure that the women goes through when having an abortion 
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the procedure of abortion 
The right pill the female who has got medical condition for example like epilepsy, asthma diabetes, high 
blood preasure etc... But I would like it if you put long list down if possible on the new site of other kinds 
of medical conditions so they would know what pill to take. 
the same information but more. 
there could be more information about experimentation and information about oral sex because many 
teens dont often have funn on sex straight away, they experiment with blow jobs and other things, no 
websites offer that information and it would be very useful, and knowing the full facts would be 
reassuring 
There should be info on everything like where to get contrception and sex help 
this is great the way it is! :) 
u could have a chatroom where people can get there questions answered by a professional. there 
could more pictures and colour and maybe quizzes and weekly surveys 
"Wasn't after any information however if i find im faced with something i dont know i will return. 
(I have only just found out about tss, never heard of it b4, good information)" 
weather u can send free contraception 2 me 
well, u say u can get info and advice from ur gp, but some gp's will only see you when ur with an adult? 
sure thats confidential isn't it! 
what  to do if u ever come a mom 
what about having photo's of various infections, describing what each one is and the symptoms, 
treatment. (i suppose you will just have to say see a doctor eh?) 
WHAT DO DO IF YOU WHERE PREGANT AND IF HAD A STD  
what do words mean if you dont no 
"what makes you wanna have sex " 
What sex feels like for the first time and if it hurts.  Masturbation also. 
what sexually transmitted infections u can catch fron oral sex nd the signs u av got 1! 
what the first time is really like the truth 
"what to do if u r pregnant" 
What to do if you get a girlfriend or boyfriend who wants to have sex 
what to expect when having sex 
whats rite and wrong about sex 
when the site is improved i think it will make do. 
when the write time to do it is, who the write person is. (how should they treat you) 
where to get contraception from 
where to get get free contraception 
where u can get free comdoms from 
where you can het free contraception when you are underage  
You should include views of other teenagers and talk about the growing up stages of life- you should 
split the site into to parts- one part for older teens and one part for younger teens! 
young people's questions and answers, STIs in males and females eg all known syptoms 
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Q12 Other websites visited on a regular basis 
playingsafety .co.uk 
 westlife.com 
02.co.uk 
addictinggames.com 
agirlsworld.co.uk 
altavista.com 
amazon.co.uk 
any related websites really! 
aol keyword sex 
arcadetown.com 
Ask jeeves 
ask.co.uk 
ask.co.uk 
ask.com 
ask.com 
ask.com 
askjeeves.co.uk 
askjeeves.com 
asos.co.uk 
asos.co.uk 
asos.com 
attitude.uk 
babycenter 
babyworld 
barbie.com 
barbie.com 
bbbc/education/revision.co.u
k 
bbc 
BBC 
BBC  
BBC bitesize 
bbc horoscopes which 
includes homepages for 
boys and girls with sex files 
as well 
bbc teens 
bbc teens 
bbc.co.uk 
bbc.co.uk 
bbc.co.uk 
bbc.co.uk 
bbc.co.uk 
bbc.co.uk 
bbc.co.uk/eastenders 
bbc.co.uk/radio1 
bbc.co.uk/radio1 
bbc.co.uk/refresh 
bbc.co.uk/so 
bbc.co.uk/so 
bbc.co.uk/so 
bbc.co.uk/teens 
bbc.co.uk/teens 
bbc.co.uk/teens 
bbc.co.uk/teens 

bbc.co.uk/teens 
bbc.co.uk/teens 
bbc.co.uk/teens 
bbc.co.uk/teens 
bbc.co.uk/teens 
bbc.co.uk/teens/girls 
bbc/sexwise 
bbc/teens.com 
BBCi 
bbc-teens 
bcoy.co.uk 
Being a girl.co.uk 
being girl.com 
beinggirl 
beinggirl.co.uk 
beinggirl.co.uk 
beinggirl.co.uk 
beinggirl.co.uk 
beinggirl.com 
beinggirl.com 
beinggirl.com 
beinggirl.com 
beingirl.com 
big brother 
big brother 
big brother 
bissmagazine.co.uk 
Bitesize 
bitesize 
bitesize 
black mag xxx 
blackchat 
-blank- 
blazin squad  
bliss 
bliss 
bliss 
bliss 
Bliss mag 
bliss mag 
bliss mag.co.uk 
Bliss magazine 
bliss.co.uk 
bliss.co.uk 
bliss.com 
blissmag 
blissmag 
blissmag.co.uk 
blissmag.co.uk 
blissmag.co.uk 
blissmag.co.uk 
blissmag.co.uk 
blissmag.co.uk 
BLISSMAG.CO.UK 
blissmag.co.uk 

blissmag.co.uk 
blissmag.com 
blissmag.com 
blissmag.com 
blue 
body form 
bodyform.co.uk 
bolt.com 
bolt.com 
boltblue.com 
bored.com 
bored.com 
bored.com 
bored.com 
boring.com 
boyzone.co.uk 
british-speedway.co.uk 
brook 
brook 
brook.org.uk 
brook.org.uk 
brook.org.uk 
bubblegum club 
bubblegum club.com 
bubblegum.com 
bubblegumclub.com 
bubblegumclub.com 
buffy 
busted.com 
busted.com 
busted.com 
busted.com 
butout.com 
carmengirls (good games) 
cbbc 
cbbc 
cbbc keyword sex 
cbbc.co.uk 
cbfsms.com 
cd-wow.com 
celinedion.com 
chanel4.com/bigbrother 
channel4.com 
channel4.com 
channel4.com/bigbrother 
chat 
chat 
chat sites 
Chat.co.uk 
chat.com 
chatagogo.com 
chat-avenue 
Chatpit 
chigaboos.vze.com 
clearasil.com 
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clubdetention 
clubignition.net 
cnn.com 
cnxsnfk.co.uk 
coffeebreakarcade.com 
coldplay.com 
condomi.co.uk 
condomi.com 
conexions.gov.uk 
connexions 
connexions.com 
connexions.gov.uk 
connexions-direct.com 
connexions-direct.com 
coolquiz.com 
coronation street  
cosmo girl 
cosmo girl 
cosmogirl 
COSMOGIRL.CO.UK 
cosmogirl.co.uk 
cosmogirl.co.uk 
cosmogirl.co.uk 
cowpornography.com 
craigdavid.co.uk 
dailysport.co.uk 
dc8p.co.uk 
diggit 
disney 
DoH 
dressupgames.com 
eastenders  
ebaumsworld.com 
ebay 
EBAY.CO.UK 
eluxury.com 
elvis.com 
eminem.com 
eminem.com 
emode.com 
enrique iglasias 
esmas.com 
faceparty.co.uk 
faceparty.co.uk 
faceparty.com 
faceparty.com 
faceparty.com 
faceparty.com 
faceparty.com 
faceparty.com 
faceparty.com 
faceparty.com 
face-pic.com 
fantasyleague.com 
fhm.com/games 
Five Live 

flowgo.com 
football.com 
free-ringtones-free-
logos.com 
freeserve.com 
freesmsmate.com 
funny.com 
funnygames.nl 
funnyjunk.com 
galaxy.co.uk 
gasbubbles.com 
girland 
girland 
girland.com 
girland.com 
girland.com 
girlpunk.net/forum 
go-fish.co.uk 
goodcharlotte.com 
google 
Google 
google 
google 
google 
google search 
google sex 
google.co.uk 
google.co.uk 
google.co.uk 
google.co.uk 
google.co.uk 
google.co.uk 
google.co.uk 
google.com 
google.com 
google.com 
google.com 
google.com 
google.com 
google.com 
google.com 
gothicgirl.com 
gurl.com 
habbo.com 
habbohotel 
habbohotel.com 
habbohotel.com 
help 
helpline 
heventeen 
hotmail 
Hotmail 
hotmail 
Hotmail 
hotmail 
hotmail 

HOTMAIL.COM 
hotmail.com 
hotmail.com 
hotmail.com 
hotmail.com 
hotmail.com 
hotmail.com 
hotmail.com 
hotmail.com 
hotmail.com 
hotmail.com 
HOTMAIL.COM 
hotmail.com 
hotmail.com 
hotmail.com 
hotmail.com 
hotmail.com 
hotmail.com 
hotmail.com 
hotmail.com 
hotmail.com 
hotmail.com 
hotmail.com 
hotmail.com 
http://google.com 
http://metroplex.co.uk/Whats
On/cardiff/cinema.htm 
http://mysite.freeserve.com/
Blackice 
http://teenmentors.org 
I do not have any 
icircle.com 
imdb.com 
imdb.com 
imdb.com 
isketch.net 
ITV  
ivillage.com 
jippii.com 
jippii.com 
jokefunny 
justiceforkurt.com 
justin timberlake 
just-nude-girls.com 
kazaar.com 
keanuweb.com 
kiss 100 
kiss.com 
kiss100 
kiss100.co.uk 
kiss100.com 
koko.co.uk 
koko.com 
lavalife.com 
lcfc.co.uk 
lickass.com 
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likeitis.org 
likeitis.org.uk 
likeitis.org.uk 
likeitis.org.uk 
likeitis.org.uk 
likeitis.org.uk 
lisamaffia.com 
love life 
lovepucca.net 
lpunderground.com 
lycos 
lycos.co.uk 
lyrics 
lyrics.com 
manutd.com 
marilynmanson.com 
match magazine 
matthewrhodes.co.uk 
maxpower.co.uk 
mcfc.co.uk 
melodramatic.com 
meras.org 
metroradio.co.uk 
mindbodysoul  
mindbodysoul.gov.uk/ 
miniclip 
miniclips.com 
mp3sfinder.com 
mrtones.com 
msn 
MSN 
MSN  messenger 
Msn chat rooms 
msn.co.uk 
msn.co.uk 
msn.co.uk 
msn.com 
msn.com 
msn.com 
msn.com 
msn.com 
msn.com 
msn.com 
msn.com 
mtv 
mtv.com 
my ass 
my emails  
my kinda place 
my kinda place 
My kinda place.com 
my kinda place.com 
mykidaplace.com 
mykindaplace 
mykindaplace 
mykindaplace.co.uk 

mykindaplace.co.uk 
mykindaplace.co.uk 
mykindaplace.co.uk 
mykindaplace.co.uk 
mykindaplace.com 
mykindaplace.com 
mykindaplace.com 
mykindaplace.com 
mykindaplace.com 
mykindaplace.com 
mykindaplace.com 
mykindaplace.com 
mykindaplace.com 
mykindaplace.com 
mykindaplace.com 
mykindaplace.com 
mykindaplace.com 
mykindaplace.com 
mykindaplace.com 
mykindaplace.com 
nadia.com 
neopets.com 
neopets.com 
neopets.com 
neopsts  
netropolis.lineone.net/ 
newcastle night life 
newgrounds.com 
Newscientist.com 
nhsdirect 
nikefootball 
none 
none 
none others at the moment 
not much 
ntfc.co.uk 
O 
o2 
o2.co.uk 
o2.co.uk 
o2.co.uk 
o2.com 
o2co.uk 
officialblue.com 
online.sector.sk 
orcasurf.co.uk 
page3.com 
persiankitty.com 
Phoneringsong 
pilotuk.com 
planetjemma.co.uk 
play-footee.co.uk 
porn.com 
poshtots.com 
radio 1- one life 
radio1 

radio1onelife 
real-bitch.net 
red hot wives 
research sites . anything to 
do with adoption and 
fostering 
Rock challenge 
romeo 
ruinyourlife.com 
ruthinking.com 
ruthinking.org.uk 
saferplay.co.uk 
sex 
sex.com 
SEX.COM 
sexwis 
Sexwise 
sexwise .com 
sexwise.co.uk 
sexwise.com 
shock waves 
sims.com 
sing365.com 
sistersunlimited.com 
sisterunlimited.com 
skimpythongs.com 
skinful.com 
smiffy.co.uk 
solotouch.com 
soupfearie.com 
steakandcheese.com 
Stress websites 
sugar 
sugar 
sugar 
sugar chat rooms 
Sugar Magazine 
sugarmagazine.co.uk 
sugarmagazine.com 
sum41.com 
supanet.com 
swazzle.2ya.com 
talk21.com 
teamtalk.com 
teenchat 
teenchat 
teenchat.co.uk 
teenchat.com 
teenhelp.org 
teenspiritclub.com 
textmefree.co.uk 
the beatles 
the site 
the spark.com 
thebuffyfanclub.com 
thehits.co.uk 
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thehun.com 
thejatman.com 
thesims.com 
thesite.org 
thesite.org 
thesite.org 
thespark.com 
think you know 
this suks 
titanic.co.uk 
tones4free 
tones4free.com 
tones4free.com 
tones4free.com 
too many to list!!   
attachment disorder 
too many to list..it's part of 
my job 
top of the pops 
topshop 
Topshop 

trouble.co.uk 
trouble.co.uk 
trouble.co.uk 
trouble.co.uk 
tuna.co.uk 
tx1.com 
udate.com 
UK Government 
upsaid.com 
virtualfestivals.com 
virtualkiss.com 
virtualkissing.com 
well, i use msn messeneger 
a lot 
wellcoolstuff.com 
westlife.co.uk 
whatherface.com 
widemouth .com 
widowsmedia.com 
ww.thespark.com 
www slimfast.co.uk & .com 

www weightwatchers.co.uk 
yahoo 
yahoo 
yahoo 
yahoo 
yahoo 
yahoo 
yahoo 
Yahoo! 
yahoo.co.uk 
yahoo.co.uk 
yahoo.co.uk 
yahoo.co.uk 
yahoo.co.uk 
yahoo.co.uk 
yahoo.com 
yahoo.com 
yahoo.com 
ym.com 
yourcrush.com 

 
q13_9_other New services see included 
advice for gays and lesbians 
agony aunt 
FREE CONDOMS NO COUNT NUMBERS INVOLVED WHY SAY SOMTHINGIS FREE AND THEN 
ASK FOR VISA NUMBERS N STUFF 
growing up- info for younger teens ....plez?! :) 
having sex (positions etc) 
how to have sex 
How to use contraception 
info 4 gays and lesies storie about ppl 
information 
information about sex 
information on age laws 
information on pregnancy 
more about infections in detial 
more about your first kiss 
more advice  
normal language please 
pictures 
posters and adverts to print off to put up at schools and youth centres 
problem questions 
quizzez 
relationship advice 
some to just give great advice. who will listen to your questions or priblems and say what they feel you 
should do 
someone who can speak to us 
statistics  
swingers 
teenager 
Tips And Hints About Sex 
Ways you can oversome and get rid of any transmitted disaeses or if you need to go to a clinic what will 
be done. 
what happens during sex 
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Q14 Question would ask online expert 
if you were a teenager wanting to explore her teenage life chatting to mans and having fun but the only 
thing stoping her is sex what would advice her and why? 
 pullin 
"is there something wrong when it is harder to ejaculate the second time a few minutes after the first 
time?" 
2 du me a qwiz 
A Dr 
a specific question about a problem with my sexual health 
About growing up 
about my personal probs!! 
about pregnancy 
about problems ect 
About relationships 
About sex at the right age 
About the different types of STI's and how you get them 
about the womens body and gettin orgasms 
about what i should do to make my boyfriend more happy. 
advice about working with teenagers in foster care and adopted 
Advice on sex 
After the first time of sex, is it normal for a girl to experience bleeding? 
all about sexually transmitted infection  
all about stds 
all of my friends talk about how their b/f make them cum during sex. But i dont think i have. How do you 
know if your a girl? 
am i  a slag? 
am i a bad person if i am having sex under age but am in love and in a steady relationship?  
am i a slag 
am i ready? 
any thing about the body 
ANYTHING NESSESSARY 
Are the number of people with aids in the uk going down and if so have they gone down considerably 
after this site was launched?  Do u feel that this site is working? it is of use to many people 
Ask personal questions if something goes wrong during/after sex 
can a boy tell if your a virgin,by your hymen? 
can a girls periods still settle after 3 years of irregularity? 
Can having sex whilst on your period cause blood clots 
can i still have my periods if i'm pregnant 
can they stop you having kids? 
Can under 16s legally buy condoms? 
Can you catch an sti even if you and your partner have only slept with each other? 
can you get aids 
Can you get pregnant even if there was no penetration? 
can you get pregnant if you are fingered 
can you get pregnant if you have sex with someone taht hasn't started puberty yet if u dont wear a 
condom 
can you have sex in water? 
can yuou get pregnant if you havnt had sex? 
cant think right now sorry 
coming off the pill and having unprotedcted sex and not sure if you are pregnant because your periods 
are delayed and you are meant to do a pregnancy test before your period! 
Could you tell me more about the injection contraceptives? 
do girls always bleed the first time they have sex? 
Do girls use condoms if so are they called felomidoms? 
do yoou need to tell a pparent you are on the pill 
Do you catch an infection by having to much sex? 
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do you have to go the pill after you've had sex with a condom? 
does emergency contraception affect your monthly cycle? 
does it hirt the 1st time you have sex 
does it hurt the first time you have sex? 
Does it hurt the second time you have sex? 
does it hurt to have sexthe first time? 
Does my doctor have to inform my parents if I want the pill at 16? 
does sex hurt 
Does sex hurt the first time? 
does sex hurt? 
Does the pill mean u can get pregnet during your period 
dont know 
Don't know. 
dunno 
EVERY THING AN ANYTHING 
have to have sex safely 
have u had sex with out a comdom 
How are you meant to feel after the first time you have sex? 
How can I combat peer pressure without feeling isolated from my friends? 
How can i get free condoms and where? 
how can u be certain of your sexuality 
How common are STI's in the general population? 
How do I approach my parents if sewent wrong? 
how do i aproch a girl for sex 
how do i get a free pregnancy test 
how do i get it? 
how do i get the courage to get help? 
how do i give the perfect blowjob? 
how do i go to a family planning clinic? i dont know wot to do or say 
how do i know if i have a sti with no symtoms? 
How do i know if im ready for sex? 
how do i no if i was pregnant 
how do i no if iam ready or just doing it because everyone else is  
How do lesbians have sex? 
how do people have sex / what happens during sex 
how do u get stis 
how do u give  someone a blow job 
how do u kn wwhen u are ready 
how do u suk my ass 
How do you do it? 
How do you find G-spots 
how do you get an orgasm? 
How do you get rid of certain transmitted disaeses? 
How do you have sex?  
how do you jnow your ready for sex 
how do you know if your boyfrind wont spread rumours around abou you if you have sex together? 
how do you know when you are ready to have sex? 
how do you know you are ready for having sex 
how do you know your having an orgasim? 
how do you stop craving sex 
How effective is the pill? 
How effective is the use of the morning after pill?! 
How exactly could a girl please a guy? 
how far gone do u ahve to be before u can have a pregnancy test? 
how long do u have to wait before having a hiv test 
How long do you bleed for after the fist time you have sex? 
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how long should it take for the sperm to get to the egg inside the womans body? 
how many desises is there 
How many ways can you make a girl pregnant? 
How often can you take the morning after pill and can you get more than 2 when you prescribe them? 
how old do you have to be to buy condoms 
How old do you have to be to get a disease? 
how safe are alternative methods such as withdrawal and rhythm? 
how should you tell your mum youve started having sex? 
how to deal with stuff 
how to finger good 
how to have sex 
How to put a tampon in? 
HOW TO SHAG! 
how to treat my sti 
how would i no if my girl friend wants to have sex and i carnt but comdoms on the just cum off 
i am pregnant and want an abortion,what should i do? 
i dearnt say yes if someone askes me out what should i do? 
i dont know - i would have to wait to see if i have a q l8r 
i don't know until i really needed to ask them 
i dont know! 
i dont know, do i! 
I dont no 
i had my period and i had sex on the last day of it. with a comdom but it split. so i took the morning after 
pill and 3 days later ive come back on again. is this right? 
I have dun things wiv a well good m8 wen i was drunk, now we aint tlkin much, I really wana b his m8 
again, wot can i do?? 
I like free or inexpensive 
i love a boy and i awant to have sex with him and i dont know if he feels the same way what shall i do? 
i self harm and im worried what my boyfriend will say when we have sex should i tell him before we 
have sex or wait until he sees the scars? 
I think I could have an STI but I am too scared to get it checked out, what shold I do? 
I WONT TO HAVE SEX WITH MY BOY FRIEND WHO IS 3 YEARS OLDER THAN ME HE'S HAD SEX 
B 4 AND I HAVEN'T IM SCEARED THAT IT WILL HURT WHAT CAN I DO TO MAKE IT GUD 4 THE 
BOTH OF US? 
I would ask about the gender gap!! i would want to know why men are ready for sex before women 
I would ask him or her the question my callers ask me that I am unsure about 
if a boy has ejaculated within the last 10 mins and then his penis comes into contact with my vagina? 
if i didnt want to buy condoms at a chemist etc.. is there any where else that i could order some that are 
free? 
if i were normal in my sex lkife 
If my boyfreind is over 16 and i am under 16 and we are having sex, can he get charged for rape...even 
if i gree to having sex? 
if some one wanted a baby butdidnt want to catch something what contraception wouldthy use? 
if there are lot of girls that lose there virginity befor there 16. how to put a condom on safely. where you 
can buy the pill form and do you need a doctor consent??????? 
if they can help me 
if u can av unpretected sex wt out gettin pregnant 
If you are under 18 then do you have to have parents consent to get an abortion or does it just have to 
be someone over 18? 
if you did have sex under the age of 16 what would be the concequences 
if you dont bleed udring your 1st time of sex are u likely to bleed any of the other times or not bleed at 
all 
If you feel your ready and you are very comfortable with your partner, is it wrong to have underage 
sex? 
if you havent started your period and you had sex would you still end up having a baby 
if you masturbate, do you stil bleed the first time you have sex? 
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if you miss aperiod how long before you buy a pregnancy test? 
i'm ... and i think im ready for sex but  i'm scared of the pain. 
Im not sure, probably quite alot of diffferent things. 
im not to sure. at the moment i dont hav any problems 
I'm shy and scared to have sex, can you help me? 
im under age off having sex but i feel ready what should i do? 
im worried that i may not be able to have children. should i go and get checked out by the doctor? 
I'm worried that I might be a lesbian, what should i do?       
in films and programs,do they actually have sex? 
information about abortions the cost etc 
information about the contraceptive injection 
is it against the law for my boyfriend to finger me or give me oral sex etc if he is 16 and i am 14? if yes 
then how far can we go without the risk of him getting in trouble? 
is it easy to tell if a condom is split? 
Is it normal for people to lie about being pregnant and/or raped? 
is it ok to be the only one i know who is still a virgin? 
is it ok to have sex before you start your periods 
Is it ok to masturbate in your sisters underwear? 
Is it possible for a baby to catch AIDS/HIV whilst you are giving birth 
Is it possible to increase one's sex drive? 
Is it right  to have sex with someone you know is in a relationship if they've propositioned you? 
Is it scary the first time? 
is it strange for a fannyfart to happen  after sex? 
is it true that aids developed from human sex with monkies  
Is it true that you're more likely to have a girl if you have sex standing up? 
is it un natural for a 17 year old not to have sex? 
is their anyway i could tell if i had a std without going to a clinic 
it is a personal question that would not help anybody else 
Its a bit late now but I would probably have asked something about contaception cos that was 
something I was never taught at my Catholic school. I wish I had been cos now I have herpes 
ive been having unprotective sex and ive been in pain what could it be?  
just about stuff like things that my friends ask their siblins 
lol 
lots of things 
More advise and information on the female conceptive. The side affects, the does, and etc 
more information on going on the pill 
my bf trys to make me insert my fingers into his anus,is this normal? 
My boyfriend wants to finger me, he is experinced and iam not at all, Iam worried about what he thinks 
about my vagina. When iam wet when we kiss he is hard, iam also wooried that if am wet when he 
fingers me, he may think iam weird! what should i do? 
my periods are very heavy, i haven't been using proper contraception, getting morning after sometimes, 
now my periods are very light, could i be pregnant?? 
nething 
no 
not sure 
Not sure what i would ask 
Nothing at the moment 
nothing......YET 
pass 
personnel stuff 
Questions about condoms, safety etc 
questions that id be to embarrassed to ask   
should i ask a girl whos not my girlfriend if she would have sex with me? 
Should I be scared/nervous about having sex for the 1 time? 
Should the 1st time be special or should it just be something to get over and done with? 
the question i want 2 ask 
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to advise/diagnose a problem 
To explain the choices/facts when starting the contraceptive pill. 
um...... does sex feel good  
wat happens wen u have an abortion 
Well....... about sex for the first time.... 
Wether or not it is true that some GP's would like a person unde rthe age of 16 to be acumpanied by an 
adult?!?!?! 
What are dildos/vibrators? 
what are the different types of pill and what makes them different ie. side affects. 
what are the different typs of pill all about? 
what are the early signs of pregnancy, prior missin a period? 
What are the signs if you have a sexual disease 
what are you wearing? 
what dieses can u get from oral sex  
What do girls do if it hurts when a ma enters you? 
what do i do if i suspect a friend might have an STI and wont go to a clinic or the doctors? 
What do i do if my boyfriens wants to have sex but i dont? 
what do u think about underage sex? 
What do you do if you get sexually  harrassed 
What does sex feel like for the first time and does it hurt? 
What happens if your raped 
what help can you get if your pregnant? 
what if you think your ready for sex at an early age 
What if........? 
what is a blow job and how do you give oine 
what is aids and what effect does it have on your body 
what is an orgy 
what is hiv 
What is it that attracts us to some people and not others? 
What is the actual liklyhood of going on a period and being pregnant, also what would the differences 
be? 
What is the average age that people are having sex these days? 
What is the best contraceptive method to use/. 
what is the biggest risk of having sex? 
What is the differance between the pill and the morning aftrer pill? 
what is the procedure of an appointment at a GUM clinic? 
what is thrush and other things like that 
what r the symtoms for a sS.T.I 
What should i do if i get asked to have sex 
what should i do if i want sex but don't want to feel like i am pressuring my partner 
What should the father of the baby do to help support a teenage ex-girlfriend who is having the baby? 
what side effects are there with the pill? 
what to do u get a desease 
what would you do if guys were thinking you were friged? 
when can i go and get condoms 
When did you first have sex? what were the consiquenses? did you get hirt? 
When is she actually ready for me to enter? 
when is the best time have sex? 
when is the best time to have sex during your menustration cycle, even if your using protection, to 
avoid pregnancy? 
when you go and get tested for sexually transmitted infections what do the doctors or nurses do to you 
to find out? 
where can i get an abortion done without anyone knowing 
where can i get free condoms 
where can i get in touch with lesbians in my area? 
Where can i get the pill 
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where do i get a female condom 
Which form of contraception would be best for me? 
Who do you give a blow job? 
Why are teens pressured by their peers to have sex? 
why cant we get free condoms from this site 
why do I have so much vaginal discharge? and no I havn't had sex before you ask. or even oral, yes i 
am a "loser" (yeh right) 
Why do people always talk about sex? 
why do people have sex 
Why do people label the word friged so badly? 
why do people reject gays and lesbians 
Why do u think people of a young age rush into sex? 
why do you love having it off? 
why do young people like to have sex? 
WHY I HAVE BLEEDING BEEN FOR A MONTH AFTER HAVING INJECTION ON AND OFF WHICH 
MOSTLY STARTS AFTER SEX. 
why if we are ready should we only be able to have sex over the age of 16?  
why is it hard to reduce teenage abortion 
Why is it still so difficult to find emergency contraception on a Sunday? 
would i be able to go on the pill without my parents finding out? 
would you know how to help me pull my first 'girlfriend to be' as she keeps making moves on me a i 
really really like her but as this is my first time i am a little shy and don't know what to do 
y do men go 4 1 thing 
y does in make me tingle 
YES I WILL  
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Q15 Other comments about site or survey 
All it needs is an expert to talk to and a chat room, apart from that it's brilliant 
an excellent iea. i wish there was something like this when i was younger. 
clearly 
covers most topics, helpful 
Do some things for younger people who havent had a good sex education or dont no much. Also add 
some more facts and true stories. 
dont like the background. more diagrams. I WANT A CONDOM! 
excellent 
excellent service, keep it going! 
free condoms would help more! 
good interesting website, quite detailed. the survey was good and not full of the usual wittering on. 
good to have the chatroom,stories about people the same age 
good websit. be better if it was more interactive 
good website, very helpful 
good, but perhaps could try to appeal more to young people?!?!! 
GREAT JOB 
great site 
have some proper diagrams, not just drawings or cartoons of where certain things are like the clitoris is, 
coz i have absolutely no idea! 
i am glad u created this website becoz all those people really needed ur help! 
I appreciate that WE can be reasurred there are people who care and want to help! 
i dont have a clue! 
I DONT KNOW WHAT U MEAN  
I enjoyed visiting the website the info is useful and precise. 
i expected it to be more immformative. 
I hope that you'll make it even better ! ! But, anyway, it rocks !  
i love it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
I mostly thought this site was very educational rather than fun.  mostly intersting things where on this 
site, and hope to visit back some time  in the future! 
i think it should b a bit mor interesting and funky 
i think it was a great idea too carry out this servey  
I think that this web site is totaly great and i would most definatly come and visit it again. I think it is the 
most best web site ever especially for children about 12 or 13 lets say about my age coz i am 12 when 
they start to worry about things. 
i think the site needs improving but its a great idea and is probably useful for people who need info 
i think the survey is very good and intresting and so is the website 
i think the survey was very good and allows me to say what i want to see on the website and thats 
wicked because i know the information that i want is there for me when i need it... WELL DONE! 
I think this an excellent website. Well done! 
I think this survey is good because if you listen to our comments and what we would like to be added to 
this website i think a lot more people would visit and it would help out a lot more people. 
I think this website is excellent. 
I want a tshirt!! 
i would make it more fun 
If I had a fourth point (or joint third as i liked it) above it would be ordering condoms online (would they 
be from the family planning clinic and so be free?) something to look into perhaps a fantastic link for 
those perhaps too ashamed or afraid to visit the family planning clinic and so gets everything on the 
web, the advice on the site, any questions ask the online help or e mail perhaps and condoms and 
extra reading material and leaflets through the post.  
I'm glad i found this site, it has been a help and i know i can come back 
It is shit 
it needs a lot more detail. 
It needs to have more on it so people are more interested in it. 
it should definetly have people you can talk too, as this would be very very useful!!! 
it should go into more detail 
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it should proberly be advertised more so people out there know what to do.because the skools dont 
really help.them.maybe a video should be made,leaflets for school kids who need this most. 
It was an okay website, but it wasn't really what i was looking for, thanks anyway 
it was pretty good, i visited the site to get info on emergency contraception.it told me how it works and 
where to get it but i wanted to know the cost of it (if any e.g. over the counter) and what sort of 
questions id be asked. 
It would help me and other teens a lot if their was a question box and your question got answered 
automaticaly or if you wait a few minuates while your question is getting answered 
its a bit boring 
its a brilliant site 
its a good site that helps thousands of people everyday 
its a nice site 
its a really good site  
it's a useful site for people my age to check and see, especially if they are shy about sex with parents 
etc 
its a very helpful website for first timers! 
its brilliant,just need and expert online 24/7 to answer questions and queries 
its cool 
it's DFANTASTIC thank you sooooo much for the help and advice, now me and my mates are well 
sussed!!!! 
its excellent. 
its good that the site is inerested in what the public think and do want to make it better for people like 
me. i like this site its easy to relate to. 
its gr8 
its great 
It's great for all ages, whether you are experienced and in a long term relationship, or scared about the 
first time! Keep it up!! 
it's great to see you are thinking about what the people who come here want 
its overall very good 
its trelly helpful 
its very good for people who dont know where clinics are and you can find out without giving too much 
information so you feel like your comments are all kept in confidence 
It's very good with lots of information. 
It's very helpful 
Its wank 
just do your best. 
just lots more ! and in more depth ! 
keep the site, keep the surveys and its really helpful and explains the risks. thanks! 
keep up the gud work! 
looking forward to accessing this site again with a view to see what my own teenagers think about it 
needs more colour and more age information but its ok i guess 
no all i would like to do is congratulate the person that made it and say that its the best website on sex 
i've ever visited 
no comment 
no i think that is all really. thank you very much for allowing me to have my say. 
no thank you i've said what ive wanted to say n done with it 
no. just get an online expert, chatroom and a condom orderline. thankyou. 
please update regulaly :-) 
pretty good. 
Quizzes that give u advice depending on your answer score flow chart quizzes agony aunt the site 
would be great 
room for improvement 
ruthinking.co.uk is a very usefull site to find out information on sex, i don't no what i would have done 
without it as i am too shy to talk to anyone about it. Thank You. 
see you soon 
should not have any more survey after this one they are very time consuming 
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SORT OUT THE COLOURS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
suk my aass nob 
thank you 
Thank you for all your help 
thanks for the help! 
thats all...thankyou 
The infomation is easy to find and fast. The colours are bright which attracts you. Their are websites 
listed for you to look at straight away. 
The survey was well explained and i believe it will produce satisfactory results for the R U thinking 
website.. i think the site is very imformative and i believe it helps many teenagers like myself who are 
looking for advice/help or just somoene to talk to. 
there both gr8 
there should be a chatroom definately 
THERE SUD B SOME ONE WHO YOU CAN ASK QUESIONS TO THEN HAVE THE ANSWER E-
MAIL TO YOU BACK 
This is a very good idea for young people and should be widened in the future because I certainly took 
in most of the facts and other young people will too. 
This is a very good website for people who are under 25 and want free advice on contraception, 
pregnancy and other. 
this survey was good and easy to fill out 
this website is gr8!!!!! 
this website is very interesting i will definatly visit again when u get ur new one 
tis survey was a very good idea it gives people a chance to voice their opinions. 
V snazzy servy 
Very accesible, useful and informative. 
Very good site but definitley needs online people to talk to. 
very good, easy to understand and has straight to the point facts 
very usefull 
want  free condoms 
what do i do if i miss a period  cold i be pregnant 
why does it state for under 18'sonly 
would you be able to answer my question please to ruddellm01@aol.com thanks mike :-) 
yeh, it is excellent 
yes can u send me comdoms online 
yes i think that it is very helpfull and should keep going on. 
you should really get a condom ordering line because i dont dare go into family planning and i hate not 
using them 
 
 
 


